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ABSTRACT

BI0FEEDBACK   AND   RELAXATION:       THE    ROLE   0F

INDIVIDUAL   DIFFERENCES.       (February   1983)

Jane   Carol   Rawson

B.A.,   Universi.ty   of  North   Carolina   at   Chapel   Hill

M.A. ,   Appalachian   State  llni.versity

Thesis   Chairperson:     Henry  G.   Schneider

Biofeedback-assisted   relaxation,  while  becoming  widely  used   i.n

the  treatment  of  stress-related  disorders,  has  yielded  conflicting

findi.ngs   in   the  research   setting.     Procedural   aspects   have  been  ex-

plored,   but  these  alone  could  not  explain  the   variability  in   relax-

ation  effectiveness.      Individual   differences   have  been  studi.ed   in

order  to  predi.ct  success   in  relaxation;   i.t  has   appeared  that   i.nter-

acti.ons   between   procedural   and  personality  factors  might  account  for

the  variability   in  biofeedback/relaxati.on   research.

This  study   investigated  the  role  of  two  personality  factors,

level   of  anxiety  and  capacity  for  absorption,   in   the  achievement  of

relaxatl.on.      Physiological   measures   of  muscle   activity,   di.gital   skin

temperature,   and  pulse  rate  as  well   as   ratings   of  subjective  anxiety,

change  in   locus   of  control,   strategi.es  of  relaxation,   and  treatment

preference  served  as   the  dependent  variables.      In   this  mixed  facto-

rial   design,   anxi.ety  and  absorption   represented  the  between-subject
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vari.ables  and  treatment  served  as   the  wi.thin-subject  factor.     Elec-

tronyographic   (EMG)   biofeedback,   progressive  muscle   relaxation,

autogenic  traini.ng,   and  a  self-relaxation   control   condi.tion  were

presented  to  each  subject.

Response  to   relaxati.on  training  was   found  to   vary  less  with   re-

spect  to  personality  and  procedural   factors  than  to  the  particular

aspect  of  relaxati.on  that  was  targeted  by  the  treatment.     There  were

no  signifi.cant  main  effects  of  anxiety  or  absorption.     EMG  biofeed-

back  was   found  to  produce  the  greatest  decrease   in  muscle  activity

for  all   subjects.     While  there  was  no  main  effect  of  treatment

evidenced  for  skin  temperature,   an   interaction  of  treatment  X  time

blocks   X  absorption   indicated  that  only  high  absorption  subjects   in

the  progressive  muscle  relaxati.on  and  self-relaxation  conditions

maintained  the  temperature  increases  made  during  the  adaptatl.on

period.     Pulse  rate  decreased  si.gnifi.cantly  for  all   treatment  con-

diti.ons.     While  bi.ofeedback   resulted   1.n   the  greatest  muscular  relax-

ation,   it  was   rated  the  least  cognitively  relaxing  technique;

self-relaxation  was  the  most  preferred  treatment.     Relaxati.on

strategi.es   varied  with  the  treatment  conditions.

All   subjects   achieved  some   degree  of  relaxation;   anxiety  and

absorption  were  not  found  to  predict  successful   response  to  the

training  techniques.     Each   treatment,   even   self-relaxation,   resulted

in   a   decrease   in  arousal ,  yet  no  one  treatment  proved  superior  for

generalized  relaxation.     Future   research   i.n  this   area  might  study

these  pe+sonality  and  procedural   factors   in   terms   of  the  specific

response  that   is  targeted  for  relaxati.on   training.
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INTRODUCTION

In  recent  years,   a  variety  of  self-control   techniques   have  been

explored  and  appli.ed  in  the  cli.nical   treatment  of  stress-related

disorders.     One  of  the  primary  adjuncts   to  relaxation   traini.ng  was

bi.ofeedback.      However,   even   as   biofeedback  was   gaining   popularity

and  finding   i.ncreasingly  widespread  application,   the  controversy

concerni.ng  biofeedback's   efficacy  evolved.     Before   "biofeedback"   as

a  uni.tary  treatment  method  could  be  accepted  or  rejected,   the  vari-

ous   components   and  methodologies   of  the  self-control   technique  had

to  be  examined.     After  investigati.ng  the   1.ssues,   the  question   re-

mained:     With  which   individuals   are  certai.n  biofeedback   and   relaxa-

tion  techniques  most  effective?

Develo ment  of  Self-Control   Techni. ues:      The   Emer ence  of

Biofeedback

Interest  in  self-control   techniques   grew  out  of  three  lines  of

research.     The  first  involved  observation  of  Yogis   and  other  Eastern

mystics  who.   as   a  means   of  achieving  spiritual   enlightenment,

learned  to  manipulate  visceral   events.     Through   retention  of  breath

and   i.ncreased   muscle   tension   in   the   abdomen   and   thorax,   Yogis

learned   to   produce  physiochemi.cal   changes   which   resulted   in   pleasant

states   of  consciousness   (Gatchell   &   Price,1979).

A  concomitant  line  of  research   focused  on   the  area  of  learning.

Much  work  was   prompted  by   Kimble's   assertion   that   autonomic   events
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could  not  be   instrumentally  conditioned.      Investi.gations   of  galvanic

skin   response,   heart  rate,   urine  formation,   blood  pressure,   and

vasoconstriction   pointed  to  the  operant  condi.ti.oning  of  autonomic

responses   (Miller,1969;   Blanchard   &   Epstei.n,1978).

This   discovery  had  widespread  impli.cations   for  the  third  area

of  investigation,   clinical   application.     A  vari.ety  of  self-control

techniques   including  yoga,  medi.tation,   and  verbal   relaxation   instruc-

tions  were  explored  in  the  treatment  of  psychophysiologi.cal   di.s-

orders.     Once  technology  for  the  measurement  of  blood   pressure,   skin

temperature,   muscle  activity,   and  other  indicators  of  autonomic

acti.vi.ty  were  refined,  biofeedback  could  be  applied  in  the  treatment

of  stress-related  disorders.

Biofeedback   involved  a   learni.ng  process.      It  was   defined  as

fo 1 1 ows :

Biofeedback  training  consi.sts  of  detecting  an  electrical
signal   generated  by  some  bodily   ti.ssue.     This   si.gnal   is
amplified  and  then  used  to  trigger  a   visual   or  audl.tory
display,   thus   providing  the  subject  with   contl.nuous
information  as  to  his   progress   in  controlling  the  sig-
nal.      In  other  words.   the  subject   is   connected   in   a

f:#bi:kg::::a¥#§  i§¥:y3:¥Si8}:i:.Ca{pre398}Se  he  hl.m-

Biofeedback,   originally  employed   in  the  muscle  reeducation  of  stroke

and  accident  victims,  became  a  tool   used  to  counter  the  stress   re-

sponse.

Stress   and   Bl.ofeedback

The  stress   reaction   is  described  as  the   "fi.ght-or-flight"   re-

sponse,   an   autonomic  nervous   system  function  which   serves   to   prepare

the   individual   for  action   in   the  face  of  a  stressor.     A  physl.cal
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threat  or  a   "social   stressor"   (Brown,   1977)   stimulates   an  alert

reaction.

A  cluster  of  symptoms   characteri.ze  the  stress   reacti.on.     Once

the  autonomic  nervous  system  is   triggered,   the  ergotrophic  response

1.s  carried  out  by  the  sympathetic  portion  of  that  system.     The  hypo-

thalamus   signals   pituitary   release  of  various   hormones.     Vasopressi.n

constricts   the  arterl.es  and  raises  blood  pressure.     Adrenocortico-

trophi.c  hormone  stimulates   adrenal   release  of  epinephrine  and  nor-

epinephrine.     This   results   in   the  fami.1i.ar   "adrenalin   rush"  which

includes   increased  heart  rate,   respiration,   and  body  temperature,

and  the   release  of  glycogen.     The  speed  of  coagulation,   the  immune

response,   and  blood  flow  to  the  musculature  are  affected  as  well

(Pelletier,1977).

Normally.  when  the  threat  is  gone,   the  body  returns  to  i.ts

physiological   equilibrium  or  low  arousal.     The  parasympathetic

branch  of  the  autonomic  nervous   system  produces  a   trophotrophic  or

relaxati.on   response.     However,  when   the   individual   conti.nues   to   per-

ceive  danger,   experiences  repeated  exposure  to  stressful   stimuli.,

has  no  adequate  release  for  the  body's   stress   reaction,  or  responds

with   too  strong  a   reaction,   the  body  does  not  recover  complete

equili.brium.      Increasing   levels   of  arousal   which   the   individual   may

come  to  accept  as   the  norm  are  found  to   result   in  homeostatic

failure  or  eventual   destruction  of  vital   ti.ssues   (Fuller,1980;

Stoyva,1976).     Cardiac  arrhythml.a,   hypertension,   strokes,   diabetes.

asthma,   gastrointestinal   di.sorders,low  back   pain,   muscle  tensi.on
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and  migrai.ne  headaches,   and  susceptibility  to  other  condi.tions

represent  the  stress-related  disorders   (Pelletier,1977).

In   the  clinical   setting,   the   indivi.dual 's   body  systems   are

moni.tored,   and   internal   signals   are  amplified.      Feedback  of  these

cues   along  with  speci.fic  relaxation   i.nstruction  are  used  to  help  the

individual   develop  awareness   and  control   of  the  stress   response.

Procedural   Vari.ables   in   Biofeedback

Electronyographic   (EMG),   thermal,   blood   pressure,   and   EEG   bio-

feedback  techniques  were  applied  to   psychophysiological   di.sorders

(Brown,1977).      It  appeared  from  the   popularity  of  bi.ofeedback  that

it   verged  on   becoming  a   panacea.      Howev.er,   even   as   1.t  was   being

applied  clinically,   bi.ofeedback  yielded  mi.xed  results   in   research.

Many   EMG  biofeedback   studies   indicated  that   people   could   learn

to   relax  muscle   activity  with   a   feedback   tone   (Blanchard  &   Young,

1974).      The   research   by   Budzynski   and   Stoyva   (1969)   and   Raskin.

Johnson,   and   Rondestvedt   (1973)   demonstrated  the   efficacy  of  EMG

bi.ofeedback  with   the  frontali.s  muscle   for  generalized  relaxatl.on.

Contradi.cting  these  were  the  studi.es   by  Alexander   (1975)   and  Siddle

and  Wood   (1978)   which  yielded  no   generalized  effect.

A  particularly  controversi.al   area   in  biofeedback   research  con-

cerned  the  use  of  the   feedback   tone  alone  or  in   combination  with

other   relaxation   techni.ques.     Ability   to   control   EMG,   ski.n   tempera-

ture,   and  heart   rate  di.ffered  with   such   treatments   as   progressive

muscle   relaxation,   autogeni.c   trai.ning.   hypnosis,   and   EMG   feedback

(Canter,   Kondo,   &   Knott,1975;   Keefe,   Surwit,   &   Pilon,1980;

Rei.nking   &.   Kohl  ,1975;   Roberts,   Kewman,   &   Macdonald,1973:    Sime   &
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DeGood,1977).      However,   even  within   a   study  of  a  given   technique,

it  appeared  that  some  individuals  were  more  successful   than  others.

Not  all   of  the  variability  in  bi.ofeedback/relaxation   research  could

be  attributed  to  procedural   variables.

Revi.ew  of  the  Literature

The  Role  of   Individual   Differences

One  major  factor  whi.ch  contributed  to  the  bi.ofeedback  contro-

versy  was   found   1.n   the  area  of  i.ndividual   differences.      In  their

reviews  of  the  literature,   Qualls   and  Sheehan   (1981a)   and  Turk,

Meichenbaum,   and  Berman   (1979)   poi.nted  out   that  group  studies  often

obscured  important  intersubject  differences  which  may  account  for  a

portion  of  the  variance  in  biofeedback  and  relaxati.on   research.

Plotkin   (1979)   and   Ki.ng  and  Montgomery   (1980)   noted  that   i.ndividuals

of  diverse  traits  and  characteristi.cs  responded  differentially  to

the  biofeedback  and  relaxation   procedures.     In  fact,   subjects  repre-

senting  the  opposite  extremes  of  a  trait  may  have  served  to  cancel

each  other's  responses  and  thus  concealed  differences   in  the  analy-

sis  of  group  data.     Individual   variables  even   interacted  with

treatment   procedures   (Van   Egeren,   Headri.ck,   &   Hein,1972).     The

task  remal.ned  to  identify  the  personality  or  other  subject  vari.ables

which  were  the  most   salient   in   describi.ng  these   individual   differ-

ences   and  whi.ch   then   could  be  employed   as   predictors   of  success   in

biofeedback/relaxation  traini.ng.

Many   indivi.dual   variables   have  been   suggested  to  account   for

subjects'   dissimilar  resp.onses   to  biofeedback  and  relaxation   pro-

cedures.      Age   (Haynes,   Moseley,   &   MCGowan,1975)   and   sex   di.fferences
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(0'Connell ,   Frerker,   &   Russ,1979)   were  among  the   first   to   be

tested  with   positi.ve  fi.ndings   in  both  areas.

Several   researchers   have  proposed  stl.11   other  subject  charac-

teristics  whi.ch,   at  least  at  the  theoretical   level,   seemed  plausi.ble

sources  of  response  disagreement:      strategy   (Plotkin   &  Cohen,1976).

motivation   (Alexander,1975),   alertness,   concentration,   expectation,

response  to   1.mplicit  or  explicit  suggestion,   internal   awareness,

and  perceived  success   (Plotkin.1979)   as  well   as   such   personality

traits  as  level   of  anxiety,locus  of  control,   degree  of  absorpti.on,

and   presence  and  type  of  cli.nical   disorder   (Qualls   &  Sheehan,

1981a).      Introversion/extraversion   and  field  dependence   (Matus,

1974),   ego  strength   (Roessler,1973),   and  even   indivi.dual   differ-

ences   in   autonomic  biochemical   and  neural   mediati.ng  events   also

have   been   considered   (Mccanne   &  Sandman,1977).      Chief  among   these

individual   variables  appeared  to  be  level   of  anxiety,   degree  of

absorption,   and   locus   of  control.     Only  recently  have  these  vari-

ables   been   addressed  by  means  of  specific  experimentati.on.

Anxiety

Page  and  Schaub   (1978)   1.nvestigated  the  effects   of  anxiety   in

relation   to   subjects'   response  to   EMG  and  progressive  muscle   relaxa-

tion   training.     They  selected  their  32  male  alcoholic   subjects  on

the   basis   of  MMPI   scores:      one   combined   subgroup  of  neurotics

(123'   profile)   who   tended  to   somatize  anxi.ety  and  of   chronically

anxi.ous   individuals   (247'   profile)   and  a   second,   more   heterogeneous

subgroup  which   represented  profiles   unlike  those  of  the  first  group.

Subjects  were   randomly  assigned  to  the  experimental   progressive
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muscle   relaxation/EMG  biofeedback   (PMR/EMG)   group  or  to   a   music

control   group.      Following   14  trai.ning  days,   the  neurotic/anxious

experimental   group  demonstrated  si.gnificantly   lower  EMG  levels   than

the  other  subjects.     An   interacti.on  between  anxiety  and  treatment

condi.tion   emerged  as   anxi.ous   subjects   performed  better   i.n   the  PMR/

EMG  treatment.     While  this   gave  some  support  to  the  role  of  anxi.edy

in   EMG  research,   its   impact  on   generali.zation  was   clouded  by  the

mixture  of  profi.1es   in   the   "anxious"   group  as  well   as   by  the  other

cli.nical   characteristics  of  the  alcoholics.

An   earlier  study  by  Raski.n,   Johnson,   and   Rondestvedt   (1973)

examined  the   responses   of  10  chronically  anxi.ous  male  and  female

patients  who,   for  the  previous  two  years,  had  been  treated  with

medications   and   i.ndividual   psychotherapy.     With  or  wi.thout   the   feed-

back   tone,   all   learned  to   decrease   EMG   levels,   and  some  di.minished

their   related  symptoms   of  tensi.on   headaches   and   insomnia.     There  was

no   indication  of  the  particular  characteristics  of  successful   pa-

tients;   however,   it  was  noted  that  for  all   subjects,   no  significant

correlations  were  found  between  self-reported  anxiety  and  baseli.ne

EMG   levels   nor  between   EMG   and   the   use   of  medicati.ons.

Other  studies   have  looked  specifically  at  the  roles  of  trait

and   state   anxi.ety.      Valle   and   DeGood   (1977),   using   the   Spielberger

State  Trai.t  Anxi.ety   Inventory   (STAI),   found   a   correlati.on   between

both   trait  and  state  anxiety  and  the  ability  to  control   EEG  alpha

density   (EEC   activi.ty  with   a   frequency   rangi.ng   from  9-12   Hz);   low

anxi.ous   subjects  were  better  able  to  suppress   but  not  enhance  alpha.

In   addition,   no  correlation  between   state  or  trai.t  anxi.ety  and
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baseline  alpha  density  was   demonstrated.     The  authot`s   admitted  that

thei.r  results  may  have   reflected  a   sampll.ng  bias.     The  median   split

of  high  and  low  STAI   scores,   while  resulting   in   different   groups,

did  not  represent  a  wide  range  of  anxiety.

The  second  phase  of  an   experi.ment   reported  by   Edelman   (1970)

addressed  the  state-trait  anxiety  variable,   thi.s   time  with  no  dif-

ferences   shown   between   high  and  low  anxi.ety  groups.      Forty  male

undergraduates   selected  for  their  extreme  scores  on  the  STAI  were

assigned  to  one  of  four  conditionst:     a   procedure   involving  taped

PMR  instructions  with   relaxation   suggestions,   a   control   conditi.on

of  taped  relaxation  suggestions.   another  control   which   employed

taped   PMR  exercises  wi.thout  the  relaxation   suggesti.ons,   and  a   third

control   group  exposed  only  to  music.     No  main  effects   of  treatment

or  of  anxiety  were  found  to   I.nfluence  the  autonomic  measures  of

heart  rate  or  blood  pressure.     Again,   no  correlation  was   found  be-

tween   anxi.edy  and   the  baseline   autonomic   levels.

Only  one  study   regarding  baseline  physiological   levels   and

anxiety  was   found  whi.ch   disagreed  with   these   results.      Smith   (1973),

using  a   sample   of  20   normal   male  and   female  subjects   of  mixed  ages,

discovered  a   positive   relati.onship  between   resting   EMG   level   and

trait  anxiety  as  measured  by  the  Cattell   IPAT.     No  correlation  was

found  between   state   anxi.ety,   assessed  by  the  Nowlis   Ad`iective

Checklist,   and   basal    EMG.      Again,   the   evidence  was   clouded   by   the

possi.ble  effects   of  sex  and  age.     Since  subjects   apparently  were

monitored   rather  than   trained   in   EMG  biofeedback,   no  data   regarding

learning  ability  and  anxiety  were  available.
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A  different  physiological   measure  was   used  to  examine  the  role

of  anxiety  when   Bass,   Mittenberg.   and  Petersen   (1981)   compared  the

differential   ability  of  42  undergraduates   to   increase  digital   skin

temperature.     High  STAI-trait  anxiety   individuals   showed  a  greater

increase   in   temperature  than   did  low  trai.t  anxiety  subjects.     No

relationshi.p  was   shown  between  temperature  control   and  state  anxiety.

Another  study  gave  credence  to  the  hypothesis  that  learned

physiological   control   varied  as   a   function   of  anxi.ety.      Reinking

(1976)   exposed   120   subjects  of  either  high   or  low  STAI-trait  anxi-

ety  to   10   30-minute  EMG  biofeedback   training  sessi.ons   and  noted  that

both   groups   reduced   EMG  activity  across   sessions.      However,   the  high

anxi.ety  subjects   proved  more  successful   in   acquiring  relaxation

skills;   a  positive,linear  relati.onship  was   found  between   trait

score   and   EMG   reduction.

Despite  the  widespread  use  of  biofeedback  and   relaxation  tech-

niques   in   the  treatment  of  anxiety,   the  question   remained  unresolved

regarding  the  role  of  anxiety  in  biofeedback/relaxati.on   research.

Most   studies   (Bass,   Mittenberg,   &   Petersen,1981;   Page   &   Schaub,

1978;   Valle   &   DeGood,1977)   indicated   that   anxi.ety  may   have   influ-

enced  subjects'   responses;   however,   these   results  were  contradicted

(Edelman,1970).     The   possi.bill.ty  of  interactions   between   anxiety

and   procedural   vari.ables   had   to  be   considered.      Finally,   while  Smi.th

(1973)   reported  a   correlation   between   baseline  autonomi.c   response

and  anxiety,   none  was   reported   1.n   the  other  studies.      Further  work

would  be  needed  to  demonstrate  the   impact  of  the  anxiety  vari.able
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and  to  discover  the  exact  nature  of  the  relationship  between  learned

physiological   control   and  state  or  trait  anxiety.

Absorption

An   indi.vidual   variable  which   recently  was   examined   in   relation

to  biofeedback  research  was  the  characteristic  of  absorption.     Ab-

sorption,   as   defined  by  Tellegen   and  Atkinson   (1974)   was   the:

dispositi.on  for  having  episodes  of  "total"  attention  that
fully  engage  one's   representational   (i.e.,   perceptual,
ena.ctive,   imaginative,   and   ideational)   resources.     This
kind  of  attentional   functioning   is  believed  to  result  in
a  heightened  sense  of  reality  of  the  attentional   object,
imperviousness   to  distracting  events,   and  an  altered

:::::e:fs::::i:¥  ::1::net;: .2::jluding  an  empathicaiiy

It  was   this   "capacity  for  absorbed  and  self-altering  attention"

(Tellegen   &  Atkinson,1974)   which  was   investi.gated   in   a   series   of

experiments   by  Qualls   and  Sheehan   (1979,1981b,198lc).      In   their

fi.rst  study   (1979),   32   female  undergraduates   chosen   for  their  ex-

tremely  high   or  low  score  on   a   shortened  version  of  the  Tellegen  Ab-

sorption   Scale   (Quails,   Note   1)   were  exposed  to  two  counterbalanced

EMG   trai.ning   sessions,   one  wi.th   a   feedback   tone  and  the  other  with-

out.      Following  both  sessions,   the  strategies   used  by  the  subjects

during  the  session  were  assessed.     All   subjects   demonstrated  a   de-

crease   in   EMG   (frontali.s)   activity,   but  the  two  groups  were   found  to

respond  di.fferently  to  the  training  conditions.     While   low  absorp-

tion   subjects   showed  no  difference   1.n   response  within   or  across   the

feedback   and  no-feedback   condi.tions,   the   high   absorption   group   de-

creased   EMG   more   during   the  no-feedback   condition.      Greater  decreases

were  found  during  the  second   session   for  the  high   absorption   in-

di vi dual s .
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Further  differences  between  the  absorption  groups  were  noted  i.n

their  use  of  various  strategi.es,  and  again  there  was   an   i.nteraction

wi.th  treatment  conditi.on.     High  absorpti.on   individuals   reported  the

presence  of  a  hypnagogic  state  l.nvolving  the  drifting   in  and  out  of

images   and  thoughts,   especially  during  the  no-feedback  condition.

The  low  absorption   group  tended  to   report  that  thei.r  minds  wandered

and  that  their  thoughts  were  stressful   or  active,   parti.cularly  dur-

ing  the  session  which   di.d  not   include  the  feedback  tone.      Hi.gh   ab-

sorption  subjects   expressed  a  preference  for  no-feedback  and

indicated  that  the  tone  was   distracting.     Low  absorpti.on   subjects,

on  the  other  hand,   preferred  the  feedback  tone  as  an  aid  to  focusing

on   relaxation.

Similar  interactions  between  absorpti.on  and  treatment  method

were  found   in   subsequent  studies.      In   the  next  experiment   (1981c),

Qualls  and  Sheehan  tested  the  effect  of  external   distractions

through  an  attentional   demand  condition.     Here,  additional   instruc-

tions  wi.th   phrases   that  suggested  relaxation  wi.thout  specifying  a

particular  strategy  were  presented  to  the  subjects.     Forty-el.ght

female  undergraduates,   again   divided   into  high   and  low  absorption,

were  exposed  to  thl.s   as  well   as   to  the  two  original   conditions.     As

expected,low  absorption   subjects   decreased  EMG  more  successfully

in   the   feedback  and  attentional   demand  conditi.ons   in  whi.ch   an   exter-

nal   attenti.onal   focus   was   provided.     The   hi.gh   absorption   group

showed   greater  EMG   decreases   i.n   the  no-feedback   than   in   the   feedback

sessions;   however,   the  results  obtained  in  the  no-feedback  and  at-

tentional   demand  conditi.ons  were  equivalent.
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Questioning  the  power  of  this  treatment,   the  attentional   de-

mand   instructions  were  made  more  variable  by  changing  the  voices   and

the  speed  and  volume  of  the  relaxation   patter.      In   this   experiment,

a   new  group  of   18  high   absorption   subjects   clearly  reduced  EMG  more

in   the  no-feedback  than   in   the  other  two  conditions.     The  high   ab-

sorpti.on  group  found  the  feedback  and  relaxation  patter  less  useful

than   did  the   low  absorpti.on   group.

Qualls   and   Sheehan   (1981b)   mani.pulated   the   aspect   of   imaginal

strategy   i.n   thei.r  most  recent  study.     Thi.s   ti.me,   the  48  undergrad-

uate   females   of  hi.gh  or  low  absorption  were   randomly  assigned  to

feedback,   no-feedback,  or  a  thi.rd  condition   in  which   verbal   instruc-

tions  encouraging  the  use  of  imagery  were  given  at  the  beginning  of

the   feedback   sessi.on.     Two  training  sessi.ons   in   the  same  technique

were  admini.stered  one  week  apart.      In   the  first  session,   high  ab-

sorption  subjects  performed  better  in  the  no-feedback  and  the

imagery-encouraged  biofeedback  condi.tions;   there  was   no  difference

between   the   two  conditions.     By  the  end  of  the  second  session,   no

differences   between   the  three  treatments  were  found.     Low  absorption

subjects   performed  equally  well   in   the  two  biofeedback  conditions

and  showed  greater  EMG  decreases   there  than   in   the  no-feedback   ses-

sion.      Qualls   and   Sheehan   concluded   that   high   absorption   i.ndi.vi.duals

relaxed  best   l.n   an   inner-directed,   imaginal   setting  without  extemal

attenti.onal   demands.      For  them,   the   feedback  tone   proved  a   di.strac-

ti.on   which   could   be   overcome   spontaneously   by   provi.di.ng   initial   no-

feedback  training  or  by  encouraging   imagery.
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This  series  of  experiments  attested  to  the  idea  that  some  in-

di.viduals   are  more  responsl.ve  than   others   to  bi.ofeedback  and  relaxa-

tion   procedures.     However,   gl.ven  the   interactions   reported  by  Qualls

and  Sheehan   (198lb,198lc),   it  was   difficult  to   isolate  the  effects

of  absorption  alone.     For  this   reason,   it  was   important  to  consi.der

the  studies  of  other  researchers  who  exami.ned  this  and  related

variables.

Absorption  has  shown  at  least  modest  correlations  with   hypnotic

susceptibility   (Finke   &  Macdonald,1978;   Hilgard,   Sheehan,   Monteiro,

&  Macdonald,1981;   Tellegen   &  Atkinson,1974).      Both   of  these   char-

acteristi.cs  were   used  by  Roberts,   Schuler,   Bacon,   Zimmermann,   and

Patterson   (1975)   to  select  subjects  for  their  study  of  differential

control   of  skin  temperature.     Fourteen  male  and  female  subjects  who

ranged  in  age  from  19  to  28  were  chosen   for  their  extremely  high  or

low  scores   on  both   the  Tellegen  Absorption   Scale   and  the  Harvard

Group  Scale  of  Hypnotic  Suscepti.bill.ty.     A  feedback  tone  was   pro-

vided  during  the   16  one-hour  differenti.al   handwarming  training  ses-

sions.      Individual   subjects  demonstrated  differences   in   their

abili.ty  to   increase  temperature;   however,   no  differences   between   the

absorption/hypnotic  susceptibility  groups  were  noted.      It  must  be

pointed  out  that   i.n  each  of  the  above  studies,   subjects  were  se-

lected  for  extreme  scores.     As  noted  by  the  Roberts   group,   perhaps,

in   a   curvill.near   relationship,   middle-range   scores   might   have   shown

a  difference  between   groups.

Dumas   (1980)   tested  hypnotic  suscepti.bility  and   its   effects   on

EEG   alpha   enhancement.      Eighteen   subjects   scoring   hi.gh,   medium,   or
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low  on   the  Harvard  Group  Scale  completed  four  feedback  sessions

which   included  baseline,   enhancement,   and  suppression   components.

Here,   the  high  susceptibility  group  consl.stently  showed  poorer  per-

formance  whi.1e  the  other  subjects  were  able  to  control   alpha  sup-

pression.

These  two  studies   appeared  to  contradi.ct  the  findings   of  Qualls

and  Sheehan.     However,   the   limited  number  and  varied  other  charac-

teristics  of  the  subjects  made  generalization  difficult.     The  pos-

sibility  of  an   interactional   effect  with   procedure  complicated  the

issue  further.

One  strategy-related  study  touched  on  the  imagery  variable  and

interaction   di.scussed  by  Qualls   and  Sheehan.      In   their  research   on

learned  control   of  heart  rate.   Carroll,   Baker,   and  Preston   (1979)

exposed  24  male  and  female  subjects  wi.th  different  degrees   of  vivid-

ness  of  visual   imagery  to  40  bi-directional   heart  rate  change

trials.     The  fi.rst  and  last  sets  of  eight  trials  were  gi.ven  without

feedback  while  visual   feedback  was   provi.ded  on   the   remaining  trials.

Following  training,   an   interview  revealed  the  strategies   used  by

subjects   duri.ng   the   session.      Nonvisual   imagi.ng  subjects   demon-

strated  greater  control   than  those  who  employed  imagery,   and  thei.r

performance   1.ncreased  with   the   addition  of  feedback.     On   the  other

hand.   visual   imagers   did  not   benefit   from  feedback,   and  some   found

it  distracting.     This,   in   part,   seemed  to  parallel   the  responses   of

the  absorption   subjects   described  by  Qualls   and  Sheehan.
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Locus  of  Control

One  of  the  most  widely  studied   individual   variables   in   the  bio-

feedback/relaxation   ll.terature  has   been   locus  of  control   (LOC).

This   construct  whi.ch  origl.nated  from  Rotter's  work   in   social   learn-

ing  theory  addresses   indl.viduals'   beliefs  about  reinforcement:

persons  of  i.nternal   LOG  are  thought  to  perceive  reinforcement  as

contingent   upon   their  own   behavi.or  while  external   LOC   individuals

see  reinforcement  as  the  result  of  chance,   luck,   fate,   or  powerful

others   (Rotter,1966).     The  locus  of  control   variable  has  been  ex-

amined  as   a  predictor  of  success  with  biofeedback;   results   have  been

mixed.

Ray  and  Lamb   (1974)   trained   15  male  college   students   to   in-

crease  and  decrease  heart  rate  and  found  signifi.cant  di.fferences  be-

tween   the  LOG  groups.     W1.th   and  wi.thout   feedback,   internals  were

better  able  to  increase  heart  rate  while  externals  were  more  suc-

cessful   at  the  decrease  task.
`Other  studies   also  found  differences  attributable  to  LOO.     Of

the  38  male  volunteers   studied  by  Blankstein   and   Egner   (1977),   the

internals  were  more  successful   1.n   heart   rate   increase,   but  no  dif-

ferences  were  observed  as   internals  and  externals  decreased  heart

rate.

An   interaction   between   locus   of  control   and  method  was   reported

by  Ollendick  and  Murphy   (1977).      Thirt.v-six   female   undergraduates

were   randomly  assigned  to  a   progressi.ve  muscle  relaxation,   a  cogni.-

tive  relaxation,   or  a  control   group  for  five  training  sessi.ons.

Internals   1.n   the  cognitive  conditi.on   decreased  heart  rate  to  a
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greater  extent  while  extemals   1.n  the  muscular  relaxation   sessions

reduced  heart  rate  more  successfully.

Fotopolous   and  Binegar   (1976)   measured  the  effect  of  LOC   on

four  physiological   indl.ces.     Forty-eight   internal   or  external   sub-

jects  were   instructed  to  both  enhance  then   suppress   EMG  acti.vity,

EEC  alpha  and  beta,   and  skin   temperature.      Internals  were  better

able   to   control   EMG   and   EEG  alpha  while  externals   demonstrated

greater  EEG  beta  control.

Carlson's   (1977)   study   provided  an   interaction   of  LOC  and

treatment.     Forty-eight  college  students   took  part  either  in   EMG

feedback  or  no-feedback  sessions.      Internals   in   the  feedback  condi-

ti.on   reduced  EMG  more  than   di.d  the  externals   recei.vi.ng  that  treat-

ment.     While  this   finding  seemed  contradictory  to  that  expected  for

a  group  whi,ch  might  find  a  feedback  tone  distracting,   it  was   impor-

tant  to  note  that  a  constant  tone,   perhaps  even  more  distracting,

was   given   in   the  control   session.

Another   important   finding  of  the  Carlson   study  was   the  change

in   LOC   following  the  eight  training  sessions.      For  externals  who  re-

ceived   EMG  feedback,   a   shift  towards   i.nternal   control   was   exhibited.

Stern   and  Berrenberg   (1977),   using  the   personal   control   subscale  of

the  Rotter  I/E,   found  a  similar  shift  towards   internality.

Generalizati.on   from  locus   of  control   research   and   use  of  the

construct  as   a   predictor  of  success   has  been   hampered  by  several

factors:     differences   in  methodologies,   interacti.ons  wi.th   other

variables,   and  aspects   of  the  LOC  scale   I.tself.     However,   it  appears
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that  another  1.ndivi.dual   difference   is   having  an   impact  on   biofeed-

back  and  relaxation  research.

Statement  of  the  Problem

Inconsi.stent  findings   in  biofeedback  and  relaxati.on   research

have  led  researchers  to  question  which   individuals   respond  most  suc-

cessfully  to  whi.ch  procedures.     The  literature  has   indicated  that

indivi.dual   differences  may  have  a  cruci.al   influence  on   the  response

to  biofeedback/relaxatl.on   training.     Whi.1e  numerous   studies   have

speculated  upon   individual   differences,   fewer  have  investigated

speci.fic  effects.      Individual   variations   i.n   anxiety,   absorpti.on,  and

locus  of  control   have  been   researched,   but  the  argument  over  their

contri.butions  has  not  been   resolved.     More  controlled  investigati.ons

would  be  necessary  to  establish  the  impact  of  these  variables  and  to

allow  further  generalization  to  the  clinical   setting.

Thi.s  aspect  of  the  present  collaborative  study  shared  with

Neerja  S.   Bhatnagar  (Note  2)   attempted  to   1.solate  two  of  these  vari-

ables^,   high   and   low  trait   anxiety  and  high   and  low  absorption,  while

monitoring  a  third,   internal   versus  external   locus  of  control.      It

departed  from  earlier  research  which  has   been  clouded  by  other  in-

di.vidual   variables   or  small   sample   size,   and,   unlike   previous   ab-

sorption   studies,   mai.n   effects  of  that  variable  alone  have  been

noted.     These  variables  have  been   correlated  with  strategi.es   used

during  training  and  exami.ned  for  interactions  with  treatment  proce-

dures .

This   study   included  several   control   procedures   to  avoid  con-

founding.     Fi.rst,   the  within-subjects   design  allowed  subjects   to
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serve  as   their  own   controls.     Age  and  sex  di.fferences  were  con-

trolled  by  limi.ting  subjects   to  female  undergraduates,   and  demand

characteristics  were  reduced  by  matching  subjects'   sex  to  that  of

the  experimenters.     Tape-recorded  instructions  were  presented  to

avoid  further  demand  characteristics.

Changes   in   EMG  activity,   digital   skin   temperature,   and   radial

pulse   rate  served  as   the  dependent  physiological   measures.     Sub-

jects'   change   in  Subjective  Anxi.ety   Inventory  and  locus   of  control

scores,   strategies  of  relaxation,  and  preferred  relaxation  technique

provided  additional   measures.

Several   hypotheses  were  proposed:      (a)   individuals   of  high  and

low  trait  anxiety  will   reduce  EMG,   but  there  will   be  no  differences

between   the  groups;   (b)   indivi.duals   of  high   and  low  absorption  will

reduce  EMG,   but  there  will   be  no   differences   between   the  groups;

(c)   there  wi.11   be  an   interaction  between  absorption   and  treatment

indicating  that  high  absorption   subjects  will   reduce   EMG  more   i.n  the

autogenic  and  self-relaxation   procedures  while  the  low  absorption

subjects   will   show  greater  EMG  decreases   in   the   EMG  biofeedback  and

progressive  muscle   relaxati.on   condi.tions.
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_Subjects

Forty-eight  females  enrolled  at  Appalachian  State  University

were  selected  from  a  subject  pool   of  over  160  introductory  psychol-

ogy  students  who  volunteered  to  be  tested  for  extra  credi.t.     Selec-

tion  was   based  on   subjects'   scores   on   two  scales   adml.nl.stered   in

the  classroom:     the  Spielberger  State  Trai.t  Anxiety   Inventory

A-trait   scale   (Spielberger,   Gorsuch,   &  Lushene,   1970)   and  the

Tellegen  Absorption   Scale   (Tellegen,   Note  3).      In  order  to  estab-

lish  four  separate  subject  groups,   subjects  scoring  within  the

middle  standard  deviation  of  either  of  the  two  test  distributl.ons

were  eliminated  from  the  sample.     A  median   spli.t  of  the  distributi.ons

resulted  in  the  four  groups.     The  scores  for  the  actual   subject

group`s  are  reflected  by  the   following  means:     low  anxiety  30.9,

high   anxiety   51.5,low  absorption   15.3.   hi.gh   absorption   26.8.

Twelve  subjects  were  included   in   each  of  the  four  personality

groups:      low  anxi.ety,   low  absorption;   low  anxiety,   high   absorption;

high   anxi.ety,low  absorption;   high   anxi.ety,   high   absorpti.on.     The

mean   age  of  the   subjects   was   19.I  years.      Most   had  no   previ.ous   ex-

perience   in   relaxation   training  and  were  taking  no  medicati.ons.

At  the  time  of  testing,   subjects  entered  into  an   informal

agreement  to  receive  further  class  credit  b.v  parti.cipating  in  four

relaxation  trainl.ng  sessions.     As   volunteers  were  scheduled  for  the

19
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experiment,   they  were  instructed  to  abstain  for  the  two  hours  just

prior  to  each   sessi.on   from  alcohol,   caffeine,   nicoti.ne,   and  drugs

other  than   those  prescri.bed  by  a  physician.

Subjects  were   i.nformed  fully  of  thei.r  rights,   including  the

right  to  withdraw  at  any  tl.me,   and  of  any   ri.sks   1.nvolved   in   the  ex-

periment.     The  ethical   standards   of  the  American   Psychologi.cal   Asso-

ciation  were  mai.ntai.ned  in  the  treatment  of  all   subjects.

Personal i t Scal es

ielber er  State  Tral.t  Anxiet Inventor The  A-trait  scale

of  the  STAI   is   a  20-item,   self-adrinistered  questionnaire  which

measures   the  way  subjects   feel   generally  as  opposed  to  how  they  may

feel   at  a   given  moment.     As   both  a   selection   instrument  and  a  clini-

cal   tool ,   the  STAI  A-trait  scale  measures  fairly  stable  differences

in  degree  of  anxiety-proneness.

Tel 1 e en  Absor tion   Scale. (Appendix  A.)      The  TAS,   a   subtest

of  the  Differenti.al   Personality  Questionnaire   (Tellegen,   Note  3),

was   developed  through   factor  analyti.c  studies   1.n  order  to   identify

sources  of  individual   difference   in   hypnotic  susceptibilit.v.     Com-

posed  of  34   1.terns  whi.ch  measure  the   individual  's   capacity  for  ab-

sorbed,   self-altering  attention,   the  TAS  has  been   shown  to  have

little  correlati.on  with   the  STAI   (0'Grady,1980).

Rotter   Internal   External   Locus   of  Control   Scale.     The  Rotter

I/E   (Rotter,   1966)   i.s   a   29-item  scale  whi.ch   measures   the  degree  to

which   the   individual   sees   reinforcement  as   resulting   from  personal

action   (internal   LOO)   or  as   the   result  of  chance,luck,   fate,   or
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powerful   others   (external   LOG).     Scores  on   this   scale  represent  the
\

number  of  external   LOC   responses.

kl.ns   S tom  Checkli.st. (Appendi.x   8.)      The   HSC   (Derogati.s,

Lipman,   Rickels,   Uhlenhuth,   &   Covi,1974),   a   58-item  checklist   of

commonly  experienced   psychological   symptoms,   provides   a  4-point

scale  which   subjects   use  to  note  varying  degrees  of  distress.     Cir-

cled  point  responses  are  totaled,  and  higher  scores   represent  great-

er  and  rrore  severe  anxiety  symptoms.

Subjective  Anxiety   Inventory.      (Appendix  C.)     The   SAI

(Goldfried  &   Davison,   1976)   is   a  0   to   loo   scale   ("complete   relaxa-

tion"   to   "maximum  tension")   which   allows   the  subject  to   rate   very

quickly  her  level   of  relaxation  or  tension   at  a  given   point   in  time.

Apparatus

Autogenic  Systems   biofeedback  equipment  was   used  to  monitor

physiologi.cal   response  and  to  provide  a   feedback  tone  for  the  exper-

i.rent.      Frontalis  muscle  activity  was  measured  by  an  Autogen   1700

feedback  myograph.     Two  standard  silver  chloride  sensors  were  at-

tached  wi.th  electrode  collars   to  the  forehead  approximately   1   i.nch

to  either  side  of  the  central   1.nactive  sensor.     Settings   for  the

1700   unit  were   as   follows:      scale   =   xl,   feedback   =   AN3,   volume  =   5,

bandpass   =   loo-200  Hz.,   response  =   2.5   seconds,   average   time  =   20.

An  Autogen   series   5100  pulse  wave  analyzer/digital   integrator  con-

nected  to   the   1700   unit  analyzed  the  signal   and  provi.ded  digital

readings   and  feedback.     The  time   interval   scales  were  set  for  I

minute  compute  and   5   seconds   rest   periods.      An  Autogen   series   2000b

feedback  thermometer  measured  digital   ski.n   temperature  f.ron
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thermi.stors  attached  with  surgical   tape  either  to  the  first,  thi.rd,

and  fifth  or  the  first  and  thi.rd  fi.ngers  of  the  dominant  hand.     Cur-

rent  to  each  of  the  biofeedback  units  was   provided  by  an  Autogen

P-50   isolated  power  supply.

erimental   Settin

Subjects  were  seated  in  the  biofeedback  lab  of  the  Appalachian

State  Uni.versity  Counseling  and  Psychological   Services   Center.     The

carpeted,12  by   12.5  feet  room  was   furnished  with  a   recll.ning  chair

and  was   dimly  lighted  by  a   lamp  placed  above  and  behind  the  chair.

A  speaker  for  the  feedback  tone  was   placed  behind  the  chai.r,   and

another  speaker  for  the  tape-recorded  1.nstructi.ons  was   placed  rough-

ly  five  feet  before  the  subject.     The  experimenter  and  the  bl.ofeed-

back  equipment  were  located   in   one-half  of  the   room  behind  a  sound

resistant  screen.     An  audio  cassette  recorder,   also  placed  behind

the  screen,   provided  i.nstructions   for  the  four  treatment  conditions.

Des i gn

A  2   (high   versus   low  trait  anxi.ety)   X   2   (high   versus   low  ab-

sorpti.on)   X   4   (treatment)   mi.xed  factorial   desi.gn  was   employed   in

this  collaborative  study.     The  two  subject  variables,   anxiety  and

absorption,  were  the  focus  of  this   thesis  whi.ch  also  considered  four

relaxation   procedures,   electronyographic  biofeedback   (EMGBF) ,   pro-

gressive  muscle   relaxation   (PMR)   (Goldfried  &   Davison,1976),   auto-

genic   trai.ning   (AT)   (Schultz   &  Luthe,1969),   and  a   self-relaxati.on

control    (SR).     Other  variables   including  locus   of  control,   previous

relaxati.on   traini.ng  experi.ence,  anxiety  symptoms,   and  strategies   of

relaxation  were  noted.     The   dependent  measures  were   EMG   (frontali.s)
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muscle  activity,   digital   skin  temperature,   and  radial   pulse  rate.

Change   in   Rotter  I/E,   Subjective  Anxiety   Inventory  scores,   and  pre-

ferred  treatment  techni.que  also  were  assessed.

Procedure

The  experiment  was   carried  out  from  February  through  Ma.y,   1982.

Fi.rst,   volunteers  were  tested  in  the  classroom  for  selection   pur-

poses.     Subjects   then  were  telephoned  and  scheduled  for  four   1-hour

relaxation   sessions   held,  whenever  possible,   at  approximately  the

same  time  on   separate  days  withi.n  one  week.     As   each   subject  arri.ved

for  the  session,   she  signed  an   informed  consent/contract  to  partici.-

pate   (Appendix   D),   completed  the   Rotter   I/E  and  Hopkins   Symptom

Checklist,   and  provided  her  age,   previ.ous   relaxation   experience,

current  medications,   and  other  demographic  data.     Upon   completion  of

these  tasks,   the  subject  was   taken  to  the  biofeedback   lab  where,

over  the  course  of  four  days,   she  was  trai.ned  in  each  of  the  four

relaxati.on  procedures.     The  order  effect  of  treatment  sequences  was

controlled  by  partial   counterbalanci.ng;   12  of  the  24  possible  se-

quences  were  selected  so  that  each  treatment  was   presented  fi.rst,

second,   third,   and  fourth  an   equal   number  of  times.

With   the  subject  seated   in  a   reclining  chair,   the  experimenter

measured   radial   pulse   rate,   cleansed  the  EMG  sensor  site  with   alco-

hol ,   then  attached  the  sensors   to  the  forehead  and  the  thermi.stors

to  the   dominant  hand.     A  standard  script  was   used  to  dell.ver  the  ap-

propri.ate   informati.on   (Appendix   E).      The  experimenter  then  moved  be-

hi.nd  the  sound  resistant  screen  which   divided  the   room,   began

monitori.ng  the  equipment,   and  started  the  tape-recorded  instructions
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(Appendix   F).     Sessions   consi.sted  of  a   10-minute  adaptation   peri.od,

a  25-minute  trai.ning  period,   and  a   10-minute  post-training   interval.

Readings   for  EMG  acti.vity  were  averaged  over  I-mi.nute   intervals

by  the  pulse  wave  analyzer.     At  the  end  of  each  minute  throughout

the  session,   the   "read"   light  signaled  the  appropriate  time  to  note

the  EMG   reading.      Ski.n   temperature  was   recorded  concomitant  with   the

EMG   readi.ngs.      Radial   pulse   rate  was   measured  agai.n   at   the  end  of

the   training  session.     When   the   EMG  and  temperature  data  were  ana-

lyzed,   blocks  of  1-minute   readings  were  averaged  to   reduce  vari-

abili.ty.     All   physiological   data  were   recorded  on  standard  data

sheets   (Appendi.x   G).

Following  each  session,   the  subject  completed  the  Subjective

Anxiety   Inventory,   and  the  experi.menter  conducted  a  bri.ef  interview

to  assess   particular  strategies   employed  duri.ng  the  relaxation  ses-

sion.     After  the  subject's   last  session,   she  was   asked  to  rank  order

the   relaxation  techniques   from  most  to  least  preferred  and  again  to

complete  the  Rotter  I/E.



RESULTS

For  each  of  the  four  personality  groups,  the  effects  of  treat-

ment  are  expressed  through   changes   in  the  following  dependent  vari-

ables:     frontalis   EMG  activity,   digi.tal   ski.n  temperature,   radial

pulse,   ratings  of  subjective  anxiety,   and  change   in   locus  of  control.

In  addition  to  these  measures,  subjects'   relaxation  strategi.es   and

overall   treatment  preference  are  assessed.

s 1' o 1 o ical   Variables

A  2   X  2   X  4  mixed  analysis   of  variance   1.nvolving   two  between-

subject  personality  factors,   anxiety   (high  and  low)   and  absorpti.on

(high  and  low)   plus   one  within-subject  factor,   treatment,   is   used  to

analyze  this   interval   data.

EMG.     Using   the  Pulse  Wave  Analyzer/Digi.tal    lntegrator,   fron-

talis^   EMG  was   averaged  over  60-second   intervals   throughout  the   10-

minute  adaptation,   25-mi.nute  treatment,   and   lo-minute  post-treatment

peri.ods.     This   process  yielded  45   EMG   readings.      Each   series   of  five

consecutive   readings   then  was   averaged  to  produce  nine  data   points

which   describe  EMG  activity  at  successive   intervals   throughout  the

treatment  process.     These  data   points   are  expressed  as   time  blocks

one   through   ni.ne.

To   compare   subjects'   1.nitl.al   levels   of  EMG  activi.ty,   the  aver-

aged   readings   from  time  blocks   one  and  two  which   represent  the

adaptation   period  are  used  as   the  dependent  variable   in   a

25
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2   (anxiety)   X  2   (absorptl.on)   X  4   (treatment)   analysis   of  variance

(Appendi.x  H,   Table   I).     No  si.gnificant  differences   are   found  as   a

function  of  personality  groups  or  the  treatment  conditions.     Sub-

jects  appear  to  start  the  treatment  sessions  at  roughly  the  same  EMG

level   regardless  of  thei.r  degree  of  anxiety  or  absorption  type.     The

overall   starti.ng  mean   is   2.30  microvolts   (uv).

The  2   X   2   X  4   X  9  mixed  analysis   of  variance   descri.bed   in  Table

2   (Appendix  H)   provides   an   overview  of  change   in   EMG  activity

throughout  the  experi.ment.     The  nine  data  points   feature  the  aver-

aged  EMG  readings   for  time  blocks   one  through   nine.     Again,   points

one  and  two   indicate  the  adaptation   phase,  while  poi.nts   three  through

seven  mark  the  treatment   interval ,   and  poi.nts   eight  and  nine  denote

the  post-treatment  session.     Here  the  mai.n  effects  of  Anxi.ety  and

Absorption   are  not  significant  with   EMG  as   the  dependent   variable.

The  main   effect  of  Treatment   (F   (3,132)   =   11.65,  A  <   .0001)   was   si.g-

nificant.     This   finding  primarily  represents  an  artifact  of  one  of

the   treatment  procedures.     As  may  be  seen   1.n   Figures   1  and  2,   the

EMG   curve   peaks   around  time   block   four  during   the   PMP`   conditi.on

whi.1e  the  other  treatments   follow  roughly  the  same  pattern   of  grad-

ual   EMG   decli.ne.      The   peak   during   PMR   reflects   the   poi.nts   in   the

taped  instructions  when  the  subject   is   told  to  tense  her  forehead,

then   her  eyes,   then   her  jaw;   the  tensing  naturally   inflates   the   EMG

value.      However,   this   tensing   does   not   inhibi.t   the   achi.evement  of

relaxati.on   later  in   the  treatment  session.

The   significant  main   effect  of  the  Time  Blocks   vari.able

(F   (8,352)   =   19.38,   A  <   .0001)   shown   in   Figure   I   indicates   a   decrease
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Figure   1.      Average   EMG   Readi.ngs   For  All   Subjects
Across   Nin.e   Time   Blocks
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•Figure   2.      Average   EMG   P`eadings   For  All   Subjects

Across   Nine  Time   Blocks   as   a   Functi.on
of  Treatment
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in   EMG  activi.ty  across   tl.me.     Each   of  the  treatment  conditions,   in-

cludi.ng   PMR  and  the   self-relaxati.on   control ,   produces   the   lessening

of  EMG  acti.vi.ty  which   1.s   associated  with   increased   relaxation.     This

is  particularly  apparent  at  time  block  seven,   the  end  of  the  treat-

ment  phase  where  subjects   average   1.59  uv.      It   1.s   interesting  to

observe  that  in  the  last  10  minutes,   the  post-treatment  interval ,

the  decline   1.n   EMG  does  not  continue;   all   treatments   evidence  an   i.n-

crease   in   EMG  activity.     Rather  than  to  progress   i.nto  deeper  levels

of  relaxation,   subjects  seem  to  view  this  as  the  end  of  the  experi.-

ment  and  begin  to  move  out  of  the  relaxed  state.

Two  interactions  emerge  in  this  analysis.     The  first,  Treatment

X  Time   Blocks   (F   (24,1056)   =   25.73,   p  <   .0001),   agai.n   reflects   the

PMR  tensing   (Figure  2).     The   second   interacti.on   involves   all   four

factors:     Treatment  X  Time   Blocks   X  Anxiety   X  Absorption   (i  (24,1056)

=   I.67,  i  =   .0226).     The   EMG  change   across   the   time  blocks   for  the

high  anxiety/high  absorption  group  may  be  responsible  for  the   in-

teraction  shown   in   Figure  3.     For  these  subjects.   greater  relaxa-

tion,   as   evi.denced  by   lower  EMG   levels   at   time   blocks   fi.ve  and  six,

is   achieved  duri.ng   EMG  biofeedback   and  self-relaxation   than   in   the

other  two  conditions.     This   difference   is   not  demonstrated  by  the

other  personality  groups.

The  artifact  of  terising  duri.ng  PMR  tends   to  overshadow  other

possible  treatment  effects.     Furthermore,   since  subjects  begin   to

anticipate  the  end  of  the  experiment  at  time  blocks   eight  and  nine,

the  post-treatment  interval   does  not  reflect  data  that  is   represen-

tative  of  the  treatment  process.     Although   the  previously  described



Figure   3.      Average   EMG  Readings   as   a   Functi.on   of
Treatment,   Ti.me   Blocks,   Anxi.ety,  `and
Absorption

(Low  Anxiety,   Low  Absorption        -
Low  Anxiety,   High  Absorption      -
High   Anxi.ety,   Low  Absorption      -
High  Anxiety,   High   Absorption   -
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nl.ne-point  change  score  analysi.s   1.s   useful   in   depicting  overall   pat-

terns  of  the  experiment`,   a  single  change  score  analysis   provides   a

somewhat  clearer  picture  of  the   impact  of  treatment  on   EMG.

To  derive  the  change  score  used   in   the  following  analysis.

averaged  readings   representing  time  blocks   six  and  seven,   the  end  of

treatment,  are  subtracted  from  the  average  of  time  blocks  one  and

two   (adaptation   level).     These   change   scores   are   employed   i.n   a   2   X   2

X  4  mixed  analysi.s  of  variance  using  the  same  factors  as   the  previ-

ous   analysis   (Appendi.x  H,   Table  3).      The  main   effect  of  treatment

(F   (3,132)   =   7.29,   A  =   .0001)   was   signifi.cant.      A   post-hoc   Newman-

Keuls   F-test  for  simple  effects   (Bruning  &  Kintz,1977)   applied  to

the  group  means   (Appendix  H,   Table  4)   indicates   that   EMG  biofeedback

produces   greater  muscular  relaxation   than   either  PMR   (i  (132)   =   .40,

p  <   .05)   or  AT   (F   (132)   =   .36,  i  <   .05).      Both   SR   (i  (132)   =   .36,

p  <   .05)   and  AT   (F   (132)   =   .30.   A  <   .05)   are  more   effective   than   PMR.

It  may   be   noted   in   Figure   4   that   EMGBF  yields   more   EMG  change

(.95  uv)   than   PMR  or  AT  but   does  not  di.ff er  significantly  from  the

self-relaxation  control.

ital   skin   tern erature. Forty-five  digital   ski.n  temperature

readings  were  taken  from  the  feedback   thermometer  as   each  averaged

EMG  score  was   presented.     These   readings   were   averaged  across   5-

minute   intervals   (time  blocks   one   through  nine)   which   represent  spot

temperature  readings  that  correspond  to  the  1-minute  i.ntegrated

(averaged)   EMG   readings.      Adaptation   readings   (time   blocks   one   and

two)   are  averaged  and  employed   in   a   2   (anxiety)   X   2   (absorption)   X

4   (treatment)   mixed  analysis   of  variance   (Appendi.x  H,   Table   5).



EMGBF                PMR                    AT
TREATMENT

Figure   4.      Average   EMG   Reducti.on   as   a   Function
of  Treatment   (Time  Blocks   1   +  2   -
Ti.me   Blocks   6   +   7)/2
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None  of  the  mai.n  effects  or  interactions  are  signi.fi.cant.     Subjects

do  not  differ  widely   in  starting  temperature;   their  mean  adaptation

reading   is   89.o0F.

As   in   the   case   of  the   EMG   data,   a  2   X   2   X   4   X   9   mixed   analysis

of  variance  using  the  previous   factors   (Appendi.x  H,   Table  6)   pro-

vides   the  best  overview  of  treatment  effect  upon  temperature.     Again,

the  main  effects  of  anxi.ety  and  absorption  are  not  signi.ficant.     No

main  effect  of  treatment   is   evidenced  in  thi.s  analysis.     However,

there   is  a  highly  significant  effect  of  the  Time  Blocks  variable

(i  (8,352)   =   9.32,  A  <   .0001).      Figure   5   shows   the   pattern   of  tem-

perature  response  across  the  experimental   process.     It  may  be  seen

that  for  each  treatment,  there  is  a  notable  increase  in  temperature

during  the  adaptation   period   (ti.me  blocks   one  and  two).     This   in-

crease  represents  most  of  the  relaxation  achieved  during  the  experi-

ment;   however,   subjects  are  seen   to  start  at  an  already  high

peripheral   temperature  which   is   indicati.ve  of  relaxation.      In   the

treatinent  phase,   temperature  eventually  decreases.     The  decline  gen-

erally  continues   through  the  posttreatment  interval   at  time  blocks

eight  and  nine.     As   seen   1.n   the   EMG  analysis,   the   posttreatment   in-    I

terval   does  not  represent  a  period  of  increased  relaxati.on.

There  are  exceptions   to  this   general   pattern.     The  Treatment  X

Time   Blocks   interaction   (i  (24,1056)   =   1.74,   A   .0150)   shown   i.n

Fi.gure  6   I.ndi.cates   now  that,   during  the  treatment   i.nterval    (time

blocks   three   through   seven),   the  SR  condition  yields   another  in-

crease   in  skin   temperature.     Further  analysis   reveals   that  self-

relaxation   is  most  effecti.ve   in   increasing  temperature   (F  =   4.68°.F)
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Figure   5.     Average   Skin   Temperature  Readings
For  All   Sub`jects   Across   Nine  Time
Blocks
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Figure  6.     Average   Skin  Temperature  Readings
For  All   Subjects   Across   Ni.ne  Ti.me
Blocks   as   a   Function  of  Treatment
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when   it  is  the  fi.rst   "treatment"   presented  to  subjects.     Without  in-

struction,   subjects  are  able  to  i.ncrease  visceral   relaxation.     Even

here  there   is-a  decli.ne   in   the  posttreatment  session.     Only   in   the

SR  and  PMR  treatments   can   subjects  mai.ntain  most  of  the   temperature

gain  made  at  any  poi.nt  during  the  course  of  the  experiment.

The  mediating  role  of  the  personality  variables   is   seen   i.n  the

Treatment   X  Time   Blocks   X  Absorption   interaction   (F   (24,   1056)   =

1.93,  A  =   .0047).      Figure   7  shows   that,   during  the  treatment  phase,

the  high   absorption   subjects   in   the   EMGBF  and  AT  condi.tions   decrease

temperature  whi.1e   low  absorptl.on   individuals  maintain   their  relaxa-

ti.on.     In  the  two  other  treatments,   there  are  no  differences  as  a

function  of  absorption   level.     Here,  subjects   increase  or  mai.ntain

their  level   of  di.gital   skl.n   temperature.     Apparently,   the  high   ab-

sorption  group  finds   it  di.fficult  to   relax  in  the  more  ambiguous

biofeedback  and  autogenic   condl.tl.ons.

Another  interaction  which   approaches   significance  might  be

noted.      In   the  Treatment   X  Time   Blocks   X   Anxiety   X   Absorpti.on   in-

teracti.on   (F   (24,1056)   =   I.47,  A  =   .0671),   anxiety  acts   as   a  moder-

ator  variable  which   influences   one  subject   group.      In   the   PMR

condi.ti.on,   high   anxiety/low  absorption   subjects   tend  to   gain   and

then   reduce  temperature  rather  than  to  maintain  as   reported  above.

To  provide  another  picture  of  treatment  effect  on   temperature,

a   change   score   parallel   to   that  used   in   the   EMG  analysi.s  was   calcu-

lated.     Averaged  temperature   readi.ngs   from  time  blocks   si.x  and  seven

were  subtracted  from  the  average  of  adaptation  time  blocks   one  and

two.      This   2   (anxiety)   X   2   (absorption)   X   4   (treatment)   mi.xed
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analysis  of  vari.ance  demonstrates  no  significant  mai.n  effects  or

interactions   (Appendix  H,   Table   7).     Adaptati.on  and   late  treatment

values   employed  in   the  change  score  analysi.s   are  similar;   the  di.f-

ferential   temperature  elevation  demonstrated  in  the  previous  anal-

ysis   is   seen  only   in  the  middle  phase  of  treatment.

Pulse.     Pre-and  posttreatment  radial   pulse   rate   readings  were

taken  manually  during  each   treatment  session.     A  2   (anxiety)   X  2

(absorption)   X  4   (treatment)   mixed  analysis   of  variance  consideri.ng

initial   pulse   rate   (Appendix  H,   Table  8)   shows   a   trend  towards   sig-

nificance  in   the  Absorption   variable  with   the  low  absorpti.on   sub-

jects   demonstrating  slightly  higher  pulse   (E.  (I,44)   =   3.96,  p  =

.0528).     More   importantly.   as  may  be   seen   in   Figure  8,   there   i.s   a

main   effect  of  Treatment   (i  (3,132)   =   3.04,  p  =   .0315).     The  Nerman-

Keuls   F-test   (Appendix  H,   Table   9)   shows   that   subjects   in   the   EMGBF

condition  start  at  a  higher  pulse   rate  than   those  in   PMR   (i  (132)   =

4.43,   p  <   .05),   AT   (i(132)   =   4.97,   p  <    .05),   or  SR   (E.(132)   =   3.79,

p  <   .05).     This   is   assumed  to  be  due   to   the   failure  of   random  as-

signment  to  produce  completely  equivalent   groups.     The  mean   pre-

treatment  pulse   rate   in   73.4  beats   per  mi.nute.

The   comparison  of  pre-and  postsession   pulse   rate   in   a  2

(anxiety)   X   2   (absorption)   X   4   (treatment)   X   2   (time   blocks)   mixed

analysi.s   of  vari.ance   (Appendix  H,   Table   10)   indicates   a  main   effect

of  Time   Blocks   (i(1,44)   =   37.81,   A  <   .0001).      Showing   a   decrease   in

autonomi.c   arousal ,   each   personali.ty  group   lowered  pulse   rate  during

all   four  treatments.     The  Treatment  X  Ti.me  Blocks   interacti.on

(F   (3,132)   =   3.72,  A  =   .0132)   reflects   the   regression   towards   the



TIME  BLOCKS

Figure  8.      Average   Pulse   Readings   For  All
Sub`iects   Across   Time   Blocks   as   a
Function  of  Treatment
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mean   of  the   subjects   1.n   the   1.ni.tially  higher   EMGBF  condition.      This

is   seen   again   in   the   post-hoc  Newman-Keuls   F-test   (Appendix  H,

Table   11).

Personal i t Vari.ables

Various  other  dependent  measures  are  enployed  to  measure  treat-

ment  effects,   to  verify  physiological   data,  and  to  describe  further

the  differences  among  the  four  personality  groups.

Subjective  Anxi.edy   Inventory.     The  SAI   scores   reported  at  the

end  of  each  treatment  session  provide  a  subjective  measure  of  treat-

ment   1.mpact.      Rated  on   a   scale   from  0   to   100,lower  SAI   scores   indi-

cate  greater  relaxation.      In   the  2   (anxiety)   X   (absorption)   X  4

(treatment)   mixed  analysis   of  vari.ance  shown   in   Figure  9  and   in

Appendix  H,   Table   12,   a   significant  main  effect  of  Treatment   is

evident   (i  (3,132)   =   5.66,  A  =   .0011).     A  post-hoc   F-test   for  simple

effects   performed  to  explain   this   effect   (Appendi.x  H,   Table   13)   in-

dicates   that  the  means   for  EMG  bi.ofeedback-assisted  relaxation  are

si.gnificantly  different  from  those  ratings   given  at  the  end  of  pro-

gressive  muscle   relaxation   (i  (132)   =   6.65,  A  <   .05)   and  autogeni.c

training   (i  (132)   =   7.30,  i  <   .05).      Subjects   report   lower  SAI

scores,   or  more   relaxation.   as   a   result   of  PMR   and  AT   than   EMGBF.

It  is   interestl.ng  to  note  that  this  self-reported  measure  is  just

opposite   the   change   in   EMG  score   from  adaptation   to   the  end  of  the

treatment   i.nterval   which  was   described  earlier.      In   that  analysis,

subjects   achieve   lower  EMG   levels   wi.th   biofeedback.      Here,   subjects

report   less   relaxation   after  EMGBF.



EMGBF                PMR                    AT                        SF`
TREATMENT

Figure  9.     Average  Sub`i.ective  Anxi.ety
Inventory  Score  For  All   Subjects
as  a   Function  of  Treatment
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Two  other  i.nteresting  fi.ndings   emerge  with   further  examination

of  Subjective  Anxiety  Inventory  mean  scores  and  the  order  of  treat-

ment.     When   subjects   receive  EMGBF  as   their  fourth   treatment,   they

rate   it  even   less   relaxing   (¥  =  42.00)   than  when   EMGBF  is   the   first

treatment  encountered   (F  =  29.33).     With   the  self-relaxation  control

condition,   subjects   respond  with  the  reverse  pattern:     SR  i.s   rated

progressively  more   relaxing  when   it   is   received  1.n   the   last   (*  =

24.17)   rather  than   1.n   earlier  positions   (*  =   27.25,   30.25,   and  37.50

for  third,  second,  and  fi.rst  treatment,   respectively).

Strate ies  of  relaxation. Following  each   training   session,

subjects   reported  the  methods  they  used  to  achieve   relaxation.

These  were  classified  into  22   categories.     Those   groupings  which

comprised  less   than   5%  of  the  total   response  were  eliminated  from

the  analyses.     Table   14   (Appendix  H)   i.llustrates   the   pattern   of

strategies  most  often  employed  by  the  subjects.     Notice  that  whi.le

high   absorption   subjects   gave  somewhat  more   responses,   the  same   re-

sponse  pattern   is  maintained  by  the  two  groups:     during  the  struc-

tured   PMR   and  AT   conditions,   most   subjects   simply   followed  the  taped

instructions   to  tense  and  relax  muscle  groups   or  to  repeat  certai.n

phrases   suggesti.ve   of  warmth   and   heaviness.      Duri.ng   EMG   feedback,

most  subjects   reported  that  they  told  their  bodies   to  relax.      Imag-

ery  was   the  strategy  of  choice   in   the  self-relaxation   conditi.on.

Images   of  a  beach,   river,   or  other  scenes   involving  water  often  were

reported.     The   imagery  strategy  was   preferred  by  high   as  well   as   low

absorption  subjects.      In   the  breakdown  of  strategi.es  by  anxiety,   the
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low  and  high  anxiety  individuals   reported  the  same  pattern  of strat-

egy  use  as   that  presented  for  the  absorpti.on  groups.

Some  subjects   reported  that  they  found  the  taped  instructions

or  the  feedback  tone  a  distraction.     This   report  di.d  not  vary  ac-

cording  to  the  absorption   factor;   an  equal   number  of  low  and  high

absorption  subjects  reported  the  di.straction.

Preference. At  the  end  of  the  experi.ment,   subjects  were  asked

to  rank  the  four  treatments  from  most  to  least  preferred.     Overall,

the  self-relaxation  control   was   the  favorite   "treatment"   session;

25  subjects   rated  SR  their  first  choice.     Consi.stent  with  subjective

anxi.ety  ratings,   EMG  feedback  generally  rated  as  the  second  or  third

choice;   only   10  subjects   rated  EMG  first,  yet  only  seven   rated  it

last.      Progressive  muscle  relaxation  which   received  only  seven   votes

as  most  preferred  technique  more  often   fell   into  the  second  or

fourth   slots.     Autogenic  traini.ng   rati.ngs  were  divided  chiefly  among

the   last   three   posi.tions.      The   sequence   SR,   PMR,   EMG,   AT  was   the

most  common   ranking  of  treatments  with   nine  subjects   offeri.ng  thi.s

rating   (Appendix   H,   Table   15).

Locus   of  control.     The  Rotter  lntemal/External   Locus   of  Con-

trol   scale,  administered  before  the  first  and  after  the  last  treat-

ment  sessi.on,   indicates   subjects'   beliefs   about   reinforcement.     The

mean   locus   of  control   score  for  all   subjects   is   11.3  external   re-

sponses.     The   Rotter  I/E  exhibits   a  significant  correlation  with   the

STAI   trait   anxiety   scale   (i  =   .4984,  A  =   .002).     Subjects  with   high-

er  trait  anxi.ety  tend  to  be  more  externally  oriented  and  see  rel.n-

forcement  as   a   result  of  chance,luck,   fate,   or  powerful   others.
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Low  anxiety   individuals   exhibit  a  more   internal   locus   of  control   and

vi.ew  reinforcement  as   contingent  upon   thei.r  own  efforts.     There  also

is  a  strong  correlation   between   the  Rotter  I/E  and  the   Hopkins   Symp-

tom   Checkli.st   (I  =   .42749   p  <   .001).      Higher  HSC   scores   tend   to   be

related  to  greater  externality  in   locus   of  control.     There  1.s  no

significant  correlation  between   the  Rotter   I/E  and  absorption   (r  =

.0738.   p.  =   .618).

Since  the  initial   Rotter  I/E  score  does  not  correlate  with  any

of  the  dependent  measures,   the  locus  of  control   scale  fails   to  pre-

di.ct  success   in   relaxation  training.     As   a  dependent  variable   it-

self,   the  Rotter  I/E  shows  no  change  as  a   result  of  anxiety,

absorption,   or  treatment.     The   2   X   2   X   4  mixed   analysis   of  vari.ance

using   these   factors   (Appendix  H,   Table   16)   reveals   no   signifi.cant

main  effects  or  interactions.

kins   S tom  Checklist. This  measure  of  anxiety-related

symptoms,   given  before  the  first  treatment,  yields   a  mean  score  of

100.1  out  of  a  possible  228  points.      It   is   involved   in   a   strong

positi.ve   relationship  with   trait  anxiety   (I  =   .6164,  p  <   .001):

as   STAI   score   i.ncreases   to  higher  trait  anxiety  levels,   there  are

more  severe  or  a   greater  number  of  anxiety  symptoms   marked  on   the

HSC.

Absorption.      It   is   important  to   recall   that  the  scale  employed

in   the   Qualls   and   Sheehan   studies   is   a   2l-item  version   of  the

Tellegen   Absorptl.on   Scale  which   demonstrates   a   strong   correlati.on

(I  =   .92)   with   the   ori.ginal   34-item  scale   (Oualls,   Note   I).      Ratio

compari.sons   of  the   absorption  means   demonstrated   in   thi.s   study  wi.th
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those  reported  by  Qua.lls  and  Sheehan   indicate  that  the  present

sample   is   less   extreme  by  roughly  four  points  each  on   the  high  and

the  low  scores.     In  other  words,   the  absorption  subjects   in  this

study  represent  a  more  middle-range  group.

Trai.t  anxiet and  absor tion.     As   has   been  noted  i.n   the   litera-

ture,   no  si.gni.ficant  relationship   is   found  between  STAI   Trait

Anxiety   and.the  Tellegen  Absorption   Scale.     This   confirms   that  the

two  measures  are  tapping  different  personality  characteristics  and

that  these  screening  instruments  have  created  four  distinct  person-

all.ty  groups.



DISCUSSION

Many  factors   have  been  explored  to  account  for  the   variability

i.n   response  to  biofeedback-assisted  relaxation.     When   it  appeared

that  procedural   variables   alone  could  not  explain   conflicting  re-

sults,   the  role  of  indivi.dual   dl.fferences  was   considered.      Inter-

actions  between personality  characteristi.cs   and  treatment  techniques

were  noted.     The  current  research   investi.gated  these  factors   by

isolati.ng  two  areas  of  1.ndividual   difference,   anxiety  and  absorp-

tion,  and  studyi.ng  them  in   relation   to   four  treatment  conditions,

EMG   bi.ofeedback   (EMGBF),   progressi.ve   muscle   relaxation   (PMR) ,   auto-

genic   training   (AT),   and  a   self-relaxation   control   (SR).      Both   the

personality  and  procedural   vari.ables  were  found  to  contribute  to

subjects'   ability  to  achieve  and  maintain   relaxation   through   control

of  1.nternal   events.     However,   the   role  of  these  variables   remains

unresolved.     A  review  of  the   fi.ndi.ngs   indi.cates   that  success   in   re-

laxation   1.s   best   understood   in   terms   of  the  speci.fi.c   response  which

is  targeted  for  training.

s 1' o 1 o ical   and  Co ni.ti.ve   Measures

All   subjects   achieved  some   degree  of  relaxati.on   during  the

treatment  sessions.     However,   several   aspects   of  relaxation  were

revealed:     muscular  relaxation,   demonstrated  through   reduction   of

EMG  acti.vity,   visceral   relaxation,   identified  by   an   1.ncrease   in   di.g-

ital   skl.n   temperature  and  a   slowing  of  radi.al   pulse   rate,   and

46
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cognitive  relaxation,   described  as  a  subjecti.ve  rating  of  anxi.ety.

These  dependent  measures   generally  did  not  correlate;   for  example,

subjects   reduced  EMG  activl.ty  without  producing  a   concomitant  eleva-

tion   in   skin   temperature.     Thus   there  was   not  a   particular  treatment

method  which   proved  most  successful   in   producing   "generali.zed"   re-

laxati.on,   and  personality  factors   did  not  predi.ct  overall   treatment

success.      Response-specificity,   rather  than  a  comprehensive  body/

mind   reaction,  was   evident.

EMG.      As   predicted,   all   subjects   decreased  EMG  activity.      While

each   technique   produced  muscular  relaxati.on,   it  was   EMGBF,   the

treatment  which   provided  feedback  specific  to  the  muscle  system,

which   proved  most  effective   in   reducing   EMG  acti.vity.     This   superi-

ority  of  EMGBF  over  PMR  paralleled  the  earlier  research   of  Canter,

Kondo,   and   Knott   (1975),   Haynes,   Moseley,   and   MCGowan   (1975),   and

Reinking   and   Kohl   (1975).      However,   the  effectiveness   of  self-

relaxation  noted  in  the  current  study  contradicted  the  findings  of

the  two  latter  groups  of  researchers  whose  control   group  subjects

did  not  achieve  muscle  relaxation.     One  apparent  difference   in  the

studies  was   that  the  current  research  employed  a  within-subject  de-

sign.     Perhaps   the   repeated  practice  of  relaxati.on  and  exposure  to

other  techniques   contributed  to  SR  effectiveness;   during  the  SR

condi.ti.on,   subjects  may  have  employed  another  of  the   relaxation

strategies   that  they  had  been   taught  I.n   the  course  of  the  experiment.

An   important  methodological   issue  was   revealed  by   the   signifi-

cant  main   effect  of  Time   Blocks   and   the  Treatment   X  Time   Blocks   in-

teraction.     An   artifact  of  PMR  tensing  was   noted  during   those  time
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blocks   in  which  subjects   tensed  the  muscles   around  the  sensor  site.

This   caused   an   inflation   of  EMG   readings.      Artifacts   in   EMG   research

have  been   dealt  with  by  eli.minati.ng  scores  which   differed  consider-

ably  from  the  mean  of  the  previous   reading   (Coursey,   1975)   or  by

using   a   change   score   (Haynes,   Moseley,   &   MCGowan,1975).       For   PMR,

measuri.ng   EMG   only  at  predetermined  breaks   1.n   i.nstruction   (Edelman,

1970)   or  taking  pre-   and  posttreatment  readings   (Sine  &  DeGood,

1977)   might  avoi.d  this   difficulty.

The  role  of  anxiety  and  absorption,  consistent  with  the  find-

ings   of  Reinking   (1976)   and   Qualls   and   Sheehan   (1979,198lb,1981c),

was   seen  only   in   interaction  with  other  variables;   however,   the  in-

teraction   found  in  the  current  study  was  more  complex  than  those

reported  previously.     The  predicted  interaction  of  treatment  with

absorption  was  not  demonstrated.      Instead,   an   interaction  of  Treat-

ment   X  Time   Blocks   X  Anxiety  X  Absorption   indicated   that   the   sub-

jects   high   in   both   trait  anxiety  and  absorption   (HH)   were  more

successful    in   EMG   reduction  with   EMGBF  and   SR   than  with   the   two

other  techniques.      Interestingly,   different  strategi.es  were  employed

by   the   HH   group   during   EMGBF   and   SR.      It   is   not   known   what  made   this

group  of  anxious,   1.nner-di.rected  subjects   respond  more  successfully

to  these   techniques  whi.ch   focused  attention   on   an   external   stimulus.

Consi.stent  with   Qualls   and   Sheehan   studi.es   (1979,1981b,

1981c),   there  were   no   1.nitial    differences   i.n   EMG  between   hl.gh   and

low  absorption   subjects.      The   simi.larity   in   adaptation   level   EMG   be-

tween   subjects   of  hi.gh   and   low  anxiety  was   unlike   the  earlier  find-

ings   of  Smith   (1973)   who   found   highly   anxious   male   and   female   adults
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to  have  higher  resting  EMG  levels   but  parallel   to  that  of  Raski.n,

Johnson,   and  Rondestvedt   (1973).     This   divergence   from  Smi.th's   find-

ings  might  be  attri.buted  to  his   use  of  a  clinical   population  and  a

dl.fferent  measure  of  anxiety.

Another  issue   in   EMG   research  was   rai.sed  when   comparl.ng   base-

line  readings   from  studies  which  employed  different  types  of  bio-

feedback  equipment.     The  adaptation  mean  of  2.30   uv  found  in   the

present   study,  whi.1e   similar  to   the   2.16   uv  found  by  Ohno,   Tanaka,

Takeya.   and  Matsubara   (1978)9   was   much   less   than   the  8.32   uv  found

by   Sime   and   DeGood   (1977)   and   the  9.08   uv  described   by   Qualls   and

Sheehan   (1979).      Such   dissimilar  adaptation   levels   could  be  attri-

buted  to  sample  differences,  or,   more   likely.   to  the  fai.lure  of  EMG

units   to  share   universal   calibration.     The  assurance  that  a   change

of  two  microvolts   represented  the  same  value  on   any   type  of  EMG

equipment  would  aid  the  evaluation   of  EMG   research.      In   the  mean-

time,   the   consi.deration  of  percentages   of  change   rather  than  abso-

lute   values   might  facilitate  compari.son  across   studies.

ital   skin   tern erature.     While   increased  muscle   relaxation

was   achieved  as  a   result  of  the  four  procedures,   equivalent  visceral

relaxation   did  not  occur  in   response   to  relaxation   training.     A  sig-

nificant   increase   l.n  digital   skin   temperature  occurred  during  the

adaptation   phase,   but  no  si.gnifi.cant  gains  were  made   during  training.

In   fact,   since  the  greatest  gain   in   temperature  was   produced  by  sub-

jects   receiving  SR  as   their  first  treatment,   it  might  be  speculated

that  short-term  training  with  the  other  techniques   actually  inter-

feres  with  natural   relaxation  strategies.
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Again,   the   role  of  the  SR  procedure  must  not  be  overlooked.      It

may  be  noted  that  SR  was   the  only  condition  which   produced  a   small

i.ncrease  in  temperature  during  the   treatment  phase.     These  normal

subjects  mi.ght  have   possessed  ski.lls   in   relaxation   before   recei.ving

any   instruction.      It  is  not   known  whether  a   clini.cal   populati.on

starti.ng  at  much   lower  digital   skin  temperatures  would   respond  with

relaxation   to  this   control   procedure.     However,   it  mi.ght  be  argued

that  expectaney  plays  a  part  in  relaxation;   volunteers  who  approach

the  experiment  with  the  expectati.on  of  relaxation  might  respond  to

the   SR   "placebo."

The  lack  of  a  treatment  effect  contradicted  the  findi.ngs  of

Roberts,   Kewman,   and  Macdonald   (1973)   and  Bass,   Mittenberg,   and

Petersen   (1981).     Several   factors  may  have  contributed  to   this   di-

vergence  from  previous   research.     First,   subjects  began  at  an  al-

ready  hl.gh   digital   skin   temperature.      Reachi.ng  even   higher

temperatures   during  adaptation,1.t  may  be  that  subjects  were  ap-

proaching  the  upper  limit  of  this   response  and  demonstrated  a  cei.l-

ing  effect.     Perhaps  with   these  high   temperature  values,   the

regression   phenomenon   resulted  in  the  pattern  of  readings   demon-

strated  here.

Other  factors  also  contri.buted  to  research   differences.     In  the

Roberts,   Kewman,   and  Macdonald   (1973)   study   ci.ted   above,   character-

istics   of  the   small   sample  were  unrepresentati.ve  of  the   general   Pop-

ulation.     Most  of  those  si.x   subjects   had  experienced  extensive

training   in   hypnosis   and  meditation  which  mi.ght  have   improved   their

performance.      Subjects   in   the   Bass,   Mittenberg,   and   Petersen   (1981)
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study  recei.ved  feedback  training  speci.fic  to  peripheral   ski.n  temper-

ature   rather  than   the  EMG  feedback  employed  here.     Among  those  sub-

jects,   individuals  high   i.n  trait  anxiety  were  better  able  than   less

anxious  subjects  to  increase  skin  temperature.     Anxiety  did  not  pre-

dict  such  success   in  the  current  study;   however,   the  differences   i.n

treatment  procedures  made  it  difficult  to  compare  the  two  fi.ndings.

Capacity  for  absorpti.on  has  been  tested  less   in   relation  to

di.gital   skin   temperature  than   to   EMG.     As   in  one  earli.er     study

(Roberts,   Schuler,   Bacon,   Zimmermann,   &   Patterson,1975),   absorption

did  not  result  in  a  significant  main  effect.     Interestingly,   1.t  was

1.nvolved   in   an   interaction  sl.ml.Tar  1.n   some   respects   to  that   pre-

di.cted   for  EMG.     The  Treatment  X  Ti.me   Blocks   X  Absorption   inter-

action   indi.cated  that  most  subjects  maintain  or  slightly  raise

temperature  during  treatment.     However,   subjects  with  a  high   capacity

for  absorption  were  found  to  decrease  ski.n   temperature  during  two

treatments,   EMGBF   and  AT.      According   to   Qualls   and   Sheehan   (1979,

198lb,198lc),   the   feedback  tone  may  have  been   a  hindrance   to  the

hi.gh  absorption   subjects  who  proved  themselves   able   to   increase  tem-

perature  during  the  quiet  adaptati.on   phase;   perhaps   having  to  repeat

phrases  also  1.nterfered  wi.th   thei.r  style  of  inner-directed  absorbed

attenti on .

One  qualifier  to  the   interaction   described  above  was   noted   i.n

the  trend  towards   a  significant  interaction   of  Treatment  X  Time

Blocks   X   Anxiety   X  Absorption.      Here,   among   the   low   absorption   sub-

jects,   anxiety   served  as  a  moderating   variable:    duri.ng   PMR   and  AT,
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high  anxi.edy  subjects   continued  to   increase  temperature  while   less

anxious  subjects   decreased  temperature  somewhat.

Pulse.      A  diminishing  of  autonomic  arousal   was   demonstrated  by

a  decrease   in   pulse   rate.     However,   failure  of  the  random  assignment

process   to  produce  equivalent  groups   rendered  this   a  less   useful

measure   than   those  physi.ological   variables   already  discussed.

Subjective  anxiety  inventory.     The  cognitive  aspect  of  relaxa-

tion  was   represented  by  SAI   values.     The  lower  scores   reported  fol-

lowing   PMR   and  AT   indicated  more   relaxation.      Electronyographic

biofeedback   (EMGBF).   most  effective   in   produci.ng  muscle   relaxation,

was   subjectively  experienced  as   the   least  cognitively  relaxing

treatment  technique.     Thi.s  data  contradicted  that  of  Sine  and

DeGood   (1977)  which   resulted   in   correspondence  between   these  vari-

ables.     This   discrepancy  could  be  attributed  to  subjects'   lack  of

awareness  of  internal   cues  of  relaxation  and  the  body/mind  link.

On   the  other  hand,   the   lack  of  correspondence  between   SAI   rati.ngs

and  the   physiological   measures   agai.n   could  denote   response  speci-

ficity.      Whl.le   producing  muscular   relaxation,   EMG  biofeedback   pre-

sents   an   ambiguous   cognitive  task  which   is   paradoxi.cal   in  nature;

to   achieve   relaxation   the   individual   must  Team   to  make  a   passive

response.      In   traini.ng  this   response,   the  feedback  tone  acts   as   a

negati.ve   reinforcer  which   helps   the   subject   Team   to   achieve   physl.-

ological   relaxation.     However,   the   presence  of  the   feedback   tone

may   result   in   confusion   and   cognitive   tension.

It  was   interesting  to  note  that  ratings  of  relaxation   following

two  of  the   techniques   varied  with   the  order  in  which   the  treatments
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were   presented.      It  would  appear  that  subjects   found  EMGBF  more   re-

laxing  if  they  received  1.t  in  their  first  rather  than  last  experi.-

mental   session  where  they  may  have  compared  it  to  the  preceeding

techniques.     Since  a  tendency  to  give  higher  ratings   over  time  was

not  seen  for  the  othe-r  training  procedures,  this   finding  did  not

denote  general   impatience  or  anticipation  of  the  experi.ment's   end.

In   fact,   subjective  ratings  of  relaxation  following  SR  actually  1.m-

proved  successi.vely  for  subjects   receiving  i.t  as   the  second,   third,

or  fourth  treatment.     This  pattern  was  not  shown   for  the  other  tech-

niques,  and  it  is  doubtful   that  1.t  represented  an  artifact  of  this

within-subject  design  wheT`e   dampening  of  anxiety  mi.ght  be  explained

as   due  to  increased  famili.arity  wi.th   the  experiment   itself.     Sub-

jects  might  report  less  anxi.ety  with  SR  as   thei.r  fourth  session  be-

cause  they  could  employ  another  treatment  technique  to  augment  thei.r

own   style  of  cogni.ti.ve   relaxation.

Relaxation  strate ies.     Subjects  were  fairly  consistent  in

their  choice  of  strategi.es   for  achi.eving  relaxation  during  the  four

treatment   procedures.     With   PMR  and  AT,   more   structured   than   SR  and

less   ambiguous   than   the  biofeedback   task,   subjects   followed  the

taped   instructions.      During   EMGBF,   the   treatment  which   produced  a

physiologi.cal   response,   subjects   passively  told  their  bodies   to  re-

lax.      Finally,   with   i.nstruction   to   relax  on   their  own   (SR),   subjects

most  often   used  imagery   to  achieve   relaxation.     The  content  of  the

i.mages   frequently  consisted  of  relaxing   scenes.

Surpri.sl.ngly,   the  pattern  of  these  strategies  was   similar  re-

gardless  of  subjects`   personality  characteristics.     Failure  of
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di.fferences   in  anxiety  and  absorption   to   result   in   signi.ficant  main

effects  with   regard  to  many  of  the  dependent  measures  might  have

been  a  function  of  the  range  of  test  scores.     For  instance,   since  a

volunteer  who  demonstrated  an  approprl.ate  level   of  anxiety  could  not

be  selected  unless  her  capaci.ty  for  absorpti.on  was   above  or  below

the  cut-off  score  for  that  vari.able,   some  potential   subjects  with

more  extreme  scores   could  not  be   chosen   for  the  experiment.     While

it  was  clear  that  the  two  personality  measures  were  tapping  differ-

ent  characteristics,   it  was   possl.ble  that  the  hl.gh  and  low  levels  of

those  measures  did  not  result  in  four  clearly  differentiated  groups.

Treatment reference. Again,   the   impact  of  SR  was   seen   as   25

of  the  subjects  selected  the  control   technique  as  their  most  pre-

ferred  treatment.     Self-relaxati.on  was  di.fferent  from  the  other  re-

laxation  methods   in  that  it  was   the  only  one  not  requiring  cognitive

performance;   it  also  was   the   least  intrusive  of  the  methods.     The

subject  was   free  to  use  her  own   style.     Given   these  findings,   SR

might  be  an  effective  treatment  approach   in  the  cli.nical   setting.

Personal i t Characteri.sti.cs

Locus   of  control. Subjects  were  not  selected  on  the  basis  of

LOC   scores;   there  was   not  enough   diversity   in   scores   to  measure   LOC

as  a  predictor  of  success   in   relaxati.on  or  to  correlate  it  with

adaptati.on   physi.ological   measures.     A  strong   correlati.on  with   anxi-

ety  was   demonstrated  here  as   1.n   earli.er  research   (Archer,1979);   it

seems   reasonable  that   individuals  who   feel   less   control   over  their

environment  would  also  express   feelings   of  anxiety.
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That  the  treatments  did  not  result  in  a  si.gnificant  change

towards   internal   locus   of  control   was  not  surprising  given   the

short-term  nature  of  the  relaxation  training.     Exhibi.ting  only  a

trend  towards   internal   LOG,   the   12  subjects   tested  by  Kappes   and

Mi.chaud   (1978)   received  a   total   of  10   training  sessions.      On   the

other  hand,  with  only  three   frontalis   EMG  training  sessions,   sub-

jects   i.n  another  study   (Stern  &  Berrenberg,   1977)   demonstrated  a

signi.ficant  shift  towards   increased  internali.ty.     However,   as

pointed  out  by  these  experimenters,   it  is   the  personal   control   sub-

scale  of  the   Rotter  LOC  scale  which   l.s  more  appropriately  used  as

a  correlate  of  relaxati.on.

kins   S tom  Checklist. Demonstrating  many  of  the  symptoms

that  characterize  the  psychophysiological   disorders   described        T

earlier  as   the  stress   response,   subjects   scoring  high   on   the  HSC

also  were  found  to   rate  high   in   trait  anxiety  and  I.n  external   locus

of  control.     This   emphasizes   the  usefulness   of  the  HSC  as   a   clinical

screening   instrument,   parti.cularly  with   patients  who  are  unaware  of

the   source  of  their  discomfort.     The  HSC  could   isolate  symptoms   and

target  patients  for  stress  management  treatment.

Future   Consl.derations

The   personality  measures   employed  in   this   study  were  only  a   few

which  may  be   relevant  to   relaxation   research.      Other  i.ndividual

characteristics   such   as   level   of  abstraction,   intelligence,learning

history,   ways   of  organizing   1.nformation   and   approaching   tasks,   and

even  the  effect  of  the  menstrual   eycle  also  might  contribute  to
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response  to  relaxation  training.     Subject  variables   such   as   symp-

tons  of  physical   or  emotional   distress   should  be  considered.

Many  other  factors   affect  treatment  outcome  in  biofeedback   re-

search.     Among   those  may  be   the   procedural   variables   which   compare

threshold  traini.ng  with   the  presentation  of  a  conti.nuous   feedback

tone,   employ  different  relaxation   i.nstructions,   and  measure  the   im-

pact  of  the  therapist's   presence  in   the   room.      It  would  be  useful   to

compare  the  methodological   differences   involved  i.n   collecting  and

analyzing  physiological   data  through   continuous   or  averaged  read-

i.ngs,   training  tri.als,   and  samples   throughout  the   treatment  process.

Factors   contri.buting  to  generalization  may  be  explored.      In

this  study,   it  was  apparent  in  the  last  10  mi.nutes   of  the  procedure

that   instead  of  continuing  to   relax,   subjects  were  cued  to  move

around  and  to  anticipate  the  end  of  the  experiment.      Perhaps  more

specific  instruction  to  conti.nue   to   relax  would   increase  generali-

zation.      Increasing  the  number  of  treatment  sessions   also  might

prove  effective  as  would  the  opportunity  to  practice  relaxati.on  out-

side  of  the  treatment  setting.     In  actual   clinical   practice,   treat-

ment  often   is   tailored  to  the   individual;   there   is  more  flexibi.11.ty

in   procedure  than   in   the  more  standardized  experimental   setting.

The  controls  which  serve   to   i.nsure   internal   validity  may  interfere

with  generalizati.on  of  treatment  effect.

Summary

In   the   early  days   of  physi.ologi.cal   monitoring,     Lacey   (1950)

reported:

In   the   psychophysi.ological   assay  of  individuals,   pattern-
ing  of  somati.c  reactl.on   is   a   variable   as   important  as,
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possibly  more  important  than,   average  reactivity   itself.
Both   the  degree  to  whl.ch   two   individuals   are   discrimi-
nated  and  the  direction  of  that  discrimination   in  terms

#y:#::T::ir::#:3:;  #:¥d?epi;:  §Z;ikingly  upon  the
Later,   Martin   (1961)   noted:

Intercorrelati.ons   among  physiological   measures   obtai.ned
under  ei.ther  resting  states  or  under  stress  tend  to  be
low  and  frequently  i.nsignifi.cant.      (p.   245)

Now  that   physiological   moni.toring  and  feedback   training  are  employed

in  the  treatment  of  a  number  of  disorders,   i.t  1.s   important  to  re-

consider  the  impact  of  response-specifi.city.

In   this   study,   the  muscle  activi.ty  aspect  of  relaxation  was

achi.eved  by  targeti.ng  that  response  for  specifi.c  traini.ng.     Visceral

and  cognitive  relaxation  might  be  achieved  best  by  focusing  treat-

ment  on   those   responses.     Clinical   treatment  of  the  various   stress

disorders  might  consi.der  this   specificity  of  response.      If  the  his-

torical   search  has  been  to  find  the  best  technique  for  the  achieve-

ment  of  generalized  relaxation,   the  future  task  may  be  to  tailor

treatment  to  each   response  system.     The  question  might  then   be

asked:     Which   techniques   targeting  a   specific   relaxation   response

prove  most  effective  for  certai.n   indi.vi.duals?
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TELLEGEN   ABSORPTION    SCALE

1.      I   keep   close   track   of  where  ny   money   goes.      (a)   True        (b)   False

2.      Sometimes   I   feel    and   experi.ence   things   as    I   did  when   I   \./as   a

chi.1d.       (a)True         (b)    False

3.      I   often   stop   1.n   the  middle  of  one  activity   to   start   somethi.ng

else.       (a)True         (b)    False

4.      I   can   be   greatly  nioved   by   eloquent   or   poetic   language.

(a)True         (b)    False

5.       I   could   be   happy   11.vi.ng   all    alone   in   a   cabi.n   in   the   woods   or

mountains.       (a)   True         (b)   False

6.      Whl.le   watching   a   movie,   a   T.V.    show,   or   a   play,    I   niay   beconie   so

i.nvolved   that   I   forget   about  myself  and   my   surroundi.ngs   and

experience   the  story  as   i.f  i.t  were  .real   and   as   if   I   were   taking

part   l.n   l.t.       (a)   True         (b)    False

7.      I   frequently   fi.nd  nyself  worrying  about   something.

(a)True         (b)    False

8.      If   I   stare   at   a   pl.cture   and   then   look   away   from   1.t,   I   can   some-

times   "see"   an   i.iTiage   of   the   picture,   almost   as   if   I   \.jere   still

looki.ngat   it.       (a)True         (b)   False

9.      Someti.mes    I   feel    as    1.f   ny   mind   could   envelop   the   whole   world.

(a)True         (b)    False

10.       I   li.ke   to   watch   cloud   shapes   change   in   the   sky.

(a)True         (b)    False
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11.      When   I   have   to   stand   in   line,   I   never   try   to   get   cihecid   of

otherpeople.      (a)   True        (b)   False

12.       If   I   wish,    I   can   ingagl.ne   (or   daydream)    some   things   so   vi.vi.dl.y

that   they   hold  my   attenti.on   as   a   good  movie   or  story   does.

(a)True         (b)   False

13.       I   often   monopolize   a   conversation.       (a)   True        (b)   False

14.       I   thi.nk   I   really   know  what   some   people   mean   when   they   tcilk   about

nystical   experi.ences.      (a)   True        (b)   False

15.      I   sometimes   "step   outside"   ny   usual   self   and   experi.ence   an

entirely   different  state  of  being.      (a)   True        (b)   False

16.      Tey`tures--such   as   wool,   sand,   wood--sometimes   remi.nd   rile   of

colors   oriTiusic.       (a)   True         (b)    Fcilse

17.      I   am   very   level-headed   and   always   like   to   keep  my   feet   on   the

ground.       (a)   True         (b)    False

18.      Sometl.mes   I   experience   thi.ngs   as   1.f   they  were   doubly   real.

(a)True         (b)    False

19.      When   I   li.sten   to   music,   I   can   get   so   caught   up   i.n   i.t   that   I

don't   notice   an}'thl.ng   else.       (a)   True         (b)   False

20.      If   I   wish,    I   can   iniagi.ne   that   ny   body   is   so   heavy   that   I   could

not   move   if   I   wanted   to.       (a)   True         (b)    Fcilse

21.      I   can   often   soniehow   sense   the   presence   of  another   person   before

I   actually   see   or   hear   her/him.       (a)   True         (b)   False

22.       It   i.s   very   1.nlportant   to   nie   that   some   people   are   concerned   about

me.       (a)True         (b)    False

23.      The   crackle   and   flames   of   a   wood   fi.re   stimulate  my   i.magi.nati.on.

(a)True         (b)   False
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24.      It   is   someti.mes   possl.ble   for   me   to   be   completely   i.mmersed   i.n

nature   or   1.n   art  and  to   feel   as   i.f  ny  whole   state   of  conscious-

ness   has   somehow   been   temporari.1.v   altered.       (a)   True      (b)    False

25.      Different   colors   have   di.stinctive   and   speci.al   mcanings   for  me.

(a)True         (b)   False

26.      My   parents'    i.deas   of   right   and  wrong   have   always   proved   to   be

best.       (a)True        (b)   False

27.      I   am  able   to  wander  off   into   my   own   thoughts   while   doing   a

routine   task   and  actually   forget   that   I   am  doi.ng   the   task,   and

then   fi.nd   a   few  mi.nutes   later   that   I   have   completed   i.t.

(a)True         (b)   False

28.      I   can   sometimes   recollect   certain   past   experi.ences   in   my   life

with   such   clari.ty   and   vi.vidness   that   it   i.s   li.ke   li.vi.ng   them

agal.noralmostso.       (a)   True         (b)    False

29.      Things   that   mi.ght   seem  mear,i.ngless   to   others   often   iiiake   sense

tome.       (a)True         (b)    False

30.      While   acti.ng   i.n   a   play,    I   think   I   could   really   feel    the   emotl.ons

of   the   character  and   "become"   her/him   for   the   ti.me   bel.ng,   for-

getti.ng   both   myself  and   the   audl.ence.       (a)   True         (b)   False

31.      Many   people   try   to   push   me   around.       (a)   True         (b)    False

32.      My   thought,s   often   don't   occur   as   words   but   cis   vl.sual    l.mages.

(a)True         (b)    False

33.      I   am  a   better   talker   than   a   li.stener.       (a)   True        (b)   False

34.       I   often   take   dell.ght   in   sniall    thi.ngs    (li.ke   the   five-rtoi.nted

star  shape   that   appears   when  you   cut   an   apple   across   the   core

or   the   colors   in   soap   bubbles).       (a)   True        (b)   False
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35.      When   listening   to   organ   ni.usi.c   or  other   poviierful   musi.c,   I

sometimes   feel   as   i.f   I   am  bei.ng   lifted   1.nto   the   ai.r.

(a)True         (b)   False

36.      Someti.mes   I   can   change   noise   i.nto   musl.c   by   the   way   I    listen

toit.      (a)True        (b)   False

37.      Some   of  ny  most   vivid  memori.es   are   called   up   by   scents   and

smells.       (a)True         (b)   False

38.      I   see   no   point   i.n   sticki.ng  wi.th   a   problem   1.f  there   i.s   11.ttle

chanceofsuccess.      (a)   True        (b)   False

39.      Certain   pieces   of  musl.c   remind  me   of   pl.ctures   or   moving

patterns   of   color.      (a)   True        (b)   False

40.      I   often   know  what   someone   is   goi.ng   to   say   before   he   or   she

saysit.      (a)True        (b)False

41.      I   often   have   "physi.cal   memories";   for   example,   after   I've   been

swl.nimi.ng   I   may   still    feel   as   if   I'm   in   the  \./ater.

(a)True         (b)    False

42.      Whenever   I   go  out   to   have   fun,   I   li.ke   to   have   a   pretty   good

idea   of  what   I'm   goi.ng   to   do.       (a)   True         (b)   False

43.      The   sound   of  a   voi.ce   can   be   so   fascl.noting   to   me   that   I   can

just   go   on   li.stening   to   it.      (a)   True        (b)   False

44.      People   consider  me   a   rather   freewheeli.ng   and   spontaneous

person.       (a)   True         (b)   False

45.      At   times   I   somehow   feel    the   presence   of  someone  who   l.s   not

physi.cally   there.      (a)   True        (b)   False

46.      People   seem,  naturally   to   turn   to   me   `,`/hen   deci.sions   have   to

be   made.       (a)   True            (b)    False
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47.      Somet.imes   thoughts   and   images   come   to   nie  wi.thout,   the   sli.ghtest

effortonnypart.      (ci)   True        (b)   False

48.      I   find  that  different  odors   have   di.fferent  colors.

(a)True         (b)   False

49.      I   usually   prefer  to   let   someone   else   take   the   lead   on   social

occasions.       (a)   True         (b)   False

50.       I   can   be   deeply   moved   by   a   sunset.       (a)   True         (b)   False
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HOPKINS    SYMPTOM    CHECKLIST

Below   i.s   a   list   of   58   symptoms   most   commonly   experi.enced.

Across   from  each   symptom   is   a   four   point   scale   representing   vari.ous

degrees   of  dl.stress: I     Not   at   all
2     A   li.ttle   bit
3     Quite   a   bit
4     Severe

In   each   of  the   followi.ng   examples,   ci.rcle   the   number  that   best

approxi.niates  your   level   of  distress.

1.       Headaches               12   3   4

2.      Nervousness   or  shakiness   i.nsi.de              12   3   4

3.      Bei.ng   unable   to   get   rid   of   bad   thoughts   or   i.deas              12   3   4

4.      Faintness   or   dizzi.ness              1   2   3   4

5.      Loss   of  sexual   interest   or   pleasure

6.      Feeli.ng   cri.ti.cal   of   others              12   3   4

7.       Bad   dreanis               12   3   4

1234

8.      Difficulty   i.n   speaking   when   you   are   excited              12   3   4

9.      Trouble   remeiiibering   things               12   3   4

10.      Worri.ed   about   sloppiness   or   carelessness

11.      Feeling   easily   annoyed   or   i.rritated

1234

1234

12.      Pains   in   the   heart   or   chest              12   3   4

13.       Itchi.ng               1234

14.       Feeli.ng   low   in   energy   or   slowed   down               12   3   4

15.      Thoughts   of   endingyour   live                 12   3   4
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16.       Sweati.ng              12   34

17.       Trembling            12   34

18.       Feeling   confused              12   3   4

19.      Poorappeti.te             12   3   4

20.      Cryingeasily             12   34

21.      Feeling   shy   or   :Jneasy   wi.th   the   opposi.te   sex              12   3   4

22.      A   feeling   of   being   trapped   or   caught             12   3   4

23.      Suddenly   scared   for  no   reason             12   3   4

24.      Temper  outbursts   you   could   not   control           12   3   4

25.       Consti.pation           12   3   4

26.      Blami.ng  yourself   for   thi.ngs           12   3   4

27.      Pains   i.n   the   lower   part   of  your  back             12   3   4

28.      Feeling  blocked   or  stymi.ed   in   getting   things   done

19.       Feeli.ng   lonely              12   3   4

1234

30.       Feelingblue              1234

31.      Worri.ed   or   stewing   about   thi.ngs            12   3   4

32.      Feeli.ng   no   i.nterest   in   things              12   3   4

33.      Feeli.ng   fearful              12   3   4

34.      Your   feeli.ngs   easi.1y   hurt           12   3   4

35.      Havl.ng   to   ask   others   what  you   should   do           12   3   4

36.      Feeli.ng   others   do   not   understand  you   or   are   unsympathetic

1234

37.      Feeling   that   people   are   unfri.enc!1y   or   dislike  you              12   3   4

38.      Having   to   do   things   very   slowl.v   in   order   to   be   siire  you   are

doing   them   ri.ght            12   3   4

39.      Heart   poundi.ng   or   racing           12   3   4
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40.      r`lausea   or   upset   stomach            12   3   4

41.      Feeling   inferi.or   to   others             12   3   4

42.      Soreness   ofyourmuscles           12   3   4

43.      Di.ffi.culty   i.n   falli.ng   asleep   or   staying   asleep           12   3   4

44.      Having   to   check   and   double   check  what  you   do           12   3   4

45.      Difficulty  making   decisi.ons           12   3   4

46.      Wanti.ngtobealone            12   34

47.      Trouble   gettingyour  breath             12   3   4

48.      Hotorcoldspells              1234

49.      Havi.ng   to   avoid   certai.n   places   or   activities   because   they

fri.ghten  you             12   3   4

50.       Yourmindgoingblank               12   34

51.      Numbness   or   ti.ngli.ng   i.n   parts   of  your   body              12   3   4

52.      Alumpinyourthroat              12   34

53.      Feeling   hopeless   about   the   future

54.      Trouble   concentrating             12   3   4

1234

55.      Weakness   i.n   parts   of  your   body           12   3   4

56.       Feeli.ng   tenseorkeyed   up              12   34

57.      Heavy   feelings   1.n   your   arms   or   legs

58.      Please   comment   on   any   special    concern:

1234
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SUBJECTIVE   ANXIETY    INVENTORY

0

no  tension
completely

rel axed

25

Very
relaxed

loo

maximum
tensl`on
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agree   to   parti.cl.pate   i.n   four
sessions   of  the   Relaxati.on   Experiment.      I   understand   that   there   is
no   ri.sk   1.nvolved   in   thi.s   procedure   and   that   I   may  withdraw   at   any
t i me .

Subject

Experi.menter

DEMOGRAPHIC    INFORMATION

Age

Handedness

Medicati.on

Have  you   had  any   experience   previ.ously  wi.th   any   type   of   relaxati.on

or  medl.tation   techniques?

None

Brief   Exposure   (1-3   sessions)

Repeated   Exposure   (niore   than   3   sessions)

Note   preference   for  techniques,   rated  from   1   to  4,   when   1   represents

best   11.ked   and   4   represents   least   liked:

EMG
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SCRIPT   FOR   PRETREATMENT    INTERACTION   WITH   SUBJECTS

First,   I   am  going   to   take  your   pulse ....      Now   I   will   wi.pe  your

forehead  wi.th   alcohol ,   and   I'm  going   to  attach   three  sensors   to  your

forehead.     They're  connected  to  some  devi.ces   that  monitor  your  mus-

cle  activity;  no  current  passes  through  these,   so  you  can't  receive

a  shock.     The  sensors  attached  to  your  fingers  will   monitor  your

skin   temperature.     Lean   back   in   the   chair  and  sit  quietly.      In   a   few

minutes   a   tape  will   give  you  further  instructions.
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EMG    BI0FEEDBACK

Please   sit  quietly  for  the  ney`t   ten   minutes   and  wai.t   for

further  instructi.ons.      (10   minutes)...For  the  next   25   mi.nutes,   I

would   l1.ke   for  you   to   practice   relaxation.      Close  your  eyes,   find

a   comfortable   positi.on   in   the   chair,   and   listen   carefully   to   the

following   1.nstructi.ons.      For   the   next   few  mi.nutes   I   would   li.ke   for

you   to   practice   relaxation   by   listeni.ng   to   the   tone. ..(tone   be-

gins)...As   you   become   more   relaxed,   the   tone  wi.11    decrease   in   pitch

and   in   volume.      For  example,   wrinkle  your  forehead...Notice   liow   the

tone   1.ncreases   its   pitch   and   becomes   louder.      Now   smooth  your  fore-

head   and   relax...Noti.ce   the   difference   i.n   the   tone.      Now   conti.nue

to   relax   and   make   the   tone   go   away.       (25   minutes)...Now   conti.nue

to   `sit   qul.etly   for   the   next   ten   minutes.       (10   mi.nutes)...Now   I   \^/1.11

count   from  one   to   four.      On   the   count   of  one,   niove  your  hands   and

feet,   two,   stretch  your  hands   and   feet,   three,   niove  your  head

around,   and   four,   open  your   eyes.      One.      Move  your  hands   and   feet.

Two.      Stretch  your  hands   and   feet.      Three.      Move  your  head   around.

Four.      Open   your  eyes.      Please   remain   seatetl   until    someone   comes   i.n

and   unhooks   the   sensors.      Thank  you   for  !Jour   parti.cipation.
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PROGRESSIVE    MUSCLE    RELAXATION

Please  sit  quietly  for  the  next  ten  minutes   and  wait  for  fur-

ther   instructions.       (10   ml.n.)...For   the   next   25   niinutes,    I   would

like   for  you   to   practice   relaxation.      Close  your  eyes,   find   a   com-

fortable   position   in   the   chai.r,   and   li.sten   carefully   to   the   follow-

i.ng   instructions.      Now   settle   back   as   comforttibly   as  you   can,   close

your  eyes,   and   listen   to   what   I'm   goi.ng   to   tell   you.      I'm   gol.ng   to

make  you   aware  of  certai.n   sensations   i.n  your  body   and   then   show  you

how  you   can   reduce   these  sensations.      Fi.rst,   di.rect  your  attenti.on

to  your  left  arm,  your  left  hand   i.n   particular.     Clench  your  left

fist.      Clench   it   ti.ghtly   and   study   the   tension   in   the   hand   and   in

the   forearm.      Study   those   sensations   of  tension...Now   let   go.      Relax

the   left  hand  and  let   it   rest  on   the  arm  of  the  chai.r.     Note  the

difference   between   the   tension   and   the   relaxati.on...Once   again   now,

clench  your   left   hand   i.nto   a   fist   tightly,   notici.ng   the   tensi.ons   i.n

the   hand   and   l.n   the   forearni.      Study   those   tensi.ons,   and   now,let   go.

Let  your  fingers   spread  out   relaxed  and  note   the   di.fference,   once

agal.n,   between   muscular   tension   and   muscular   relcixati.on...No\^/   let's

do   the   same  with   the   ri.ght   hand.      Clench   the   right   fist.      Study

those   tensi.ons...And   no\`,'   relax.      P`clax   the   right   fist.      Note   the   di.f-

ference   once   again   between   the   tensi.on   and   the   relaxation,   and   enjoy

the   contrast...Once   agai.n   now,   clench   the   right   fi.st.      Clench   1.t

tight.      Study   the   tensions.      Study   them.      And   now,   relax   the   right
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fist.      Let   the   fi.ngers   spread  out  comfortably.      See   if  you   can   keep

letting   go   a   li.ttle   bi.t   more.      Even   though   1.t   seems   as   if  you   have

let   go   as   much   as   you   possi.bly   can,   there   always   seems   to   be   that

extra   bit   of   relaxati.on.      Note   the   difference   once   agai.n   between   the

tensi.on   and   the   relaxati.on.      Note   the   looseness   beginning   to   develop

in   the   left   and   right  hands.      Both  your   left   and   ri.ght   arms   and

hands   are   a   11.ttle   bit  more   relaxed...Now   bend   both   hands   back.   at

the  wri.st  so   that  you   tense   the  muscles   in   the  back  of  the  hand  and

i.n   the   forearm,   fingers   pointi.ng   towards   the   cei.li.ng.      And   now   relax.

Let  your  hands   return   to   thei.r  resti.ng   posi.tions,   and  note   the  di.f-

ference   between   tension   and   relaxation. . .Do   that   once   again,   fingers

pointi.ng   to   the   ceill.ng,   feeling   that   tensi.on   in   the   backs   of  the

hands   and   i.n   the   forearms.    .And   now   relax...Let   go   further...Now

clench   both  your  hands   1.nto   fi.sts   and   bring   them   towards  your  shoul-

ders   so   as   to   tighten  your  biceps   muscles,   the   large  muscles   I.n   the

upper   part   of   the   arm.      Feel   the   tensi.on   I.n   the   bi.ceps   muscles.      And

now   relax.      Let  your  arms   drop   down   agai.n   to  your  sides,   and  note

the   di.fference   between   the   tensi.on   that  was   in  your   biceps   and   the

relative   relaxation  you   feel   now...Let's   do   that   once   again   now.

Clench   both   biceps   muscles,   bringing   both   arms   up,   trying   to   touch

with   your  fi.sts   the   respective   shoulders.      Study   the   tensi.on.      Iiold

it.      Study   1.t.      And   now   relax.      Once   again,let   the   arms   drop,   and

study   the   feelings   of  relcixation,   the   contrast  between   tension   and

relaxation.      Just   keep   letti.ng   go   of   those  muscles   further   and

further.. .Now  we   can   direct   our   attention   to   the   shoulder  area.

Shrug  your  shoulders,   bringi.ng   both   shoulders   up   to\.tards   your   ears
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as   1.f  you  wanted   to   touch  your  ears  with  your  shoulders,   and   note

the   tension   in  your  shoulders   and   up   i.n  your  neck.      Study   that   ten-

sion.      Hold   1.t.      And   now   relax.      Let   both   shoulders   return   to   a

resti.ng   positi.on.      Just   keep   letting   go   further  and   further.      Once

again,   note   the   contrast  between   the   tension   and   the   relaxation

that   is   now  spreading   i.nto  your  shoulder  area...Do   that   once   agal.n.

Bring   both   shoulders   up   as   if   to   touch   the   ears.      Feel   the   tensi.on

1.n   the   shoulders,   in   the   upper  back,   and   the  neck.      Study   the   ten-

si.on   in   these   muscles.      And   now   relax.      Loosen   those   muscles.      Let

your   shoulders   come   down   to   a   restl.ng  position,   and   study   the   con-

trast  once   again   between   the   tensi.on   and   the   relaxation...You   can

also   learn   to   relax  more   completely  the   various   muscles   of   the   face.

So,   what   I   want  you   to   do   now   i.s   to  wrinkle   up  your   forehead   and

brow.      Wrinkle   it   until   you   feel   all   your   forehead   very  much  wrin-

kled,   the   muscles   tense   and   the   skin   furrowed.      And   now   relax.

Smooth   out   the   forehead.      Let   those   muscles   become   loose...Do   that

once   again.      Wri.nkle   up   the   forehead.      Study   those   tensions   in   the

muscles   above   the   eyes   in   the   forehead   region.      And   now   smooth   out

your   forehead.      Relax   those   muscles.      And   once   agai.n,   note   the   con-

trast   between   the   tensi.on   and   the   relaxation...Now  close  your  eyes

very   ti.ghtly.      Close   them   ti.ghtly   so   that  you   can   feel   tension   all

around  your  eyes   and   the   many  muscles   that   control   the  movement   of

the   eyes...And   now,   relax   those   muscles.      Let   them   relax,   noting

the   di.fference   between   the   tensi.on   and   the   relaxation.. .Do   that   once

agai.n   now,   eyes   tightly   closed,   and   study   the   tensi.on.      Hold   i.t.

And   relax.      Let   go,   and   let  your   eyes   remain   comfortably   closed...
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Now   purse  your  lips.      Pres,s  your  li.ps   together.      That`s   right,   press

them  together  very   ti.ghtly   and   feel   the   tensi.on   all   around   the

mouth.      Now   relax.      Relax   those   muscles   around   the   niouth   and   ..i.ust

let  your  chl.n   rest   comfortably...Once   again   now,   press   your   li.ps   to-

gether,   and  study   the   tensi.on   around   the  mouth.      Hold   it.      And   now

relax.      Let   go  of  those  muscles  more  and  more,   further  and   further.

Note   how  much   more   loose   the   various   muscles   perhar]s   have   become   in

those   parts   of  the  body  that  we  have  successfully   tensed  and   relaxed-

your  hands,   forearms,   upper  arms,   your  shoulders,   the   various   facial

muscles.      And   now,   we'1l   turn   our  attenti.on   to   the   neck.      Press   your

head   back   agai.nst   the   surface  on  which   it's   resti.ng.      Press   it   back

so   that  you   can   feel   the   tensi.on   pri.marily   in   the   back   of  the   neck

and   l.n   the   upper  back.      Hold   it.      Study   it.      Now   let   go.      Let  your

head   rest  comfortably  now.      Enjoy   the   contrast  between   the   tensl.on

you   created  before  and  the   greater   relaxati.on  you   feel   now.      Just

keep   lettl.ng  go,   further  and   further,   niore   and  more,   to   the   best  of

your  ability.      Do   that  once   again,   head   pressed  back.      Study   the

tension.      Hold   i.t.      And  now,let   go.      Just   relax.      Let   go   further

and   further...Now,   I'd   like  you   to   bring  your  head   forvtard   and   tr.v

to   bury  your  chin   into  your  chest.      Feel   the   tension   especi.ally   i.n

the   front  of  your  neck.     And  now   relax.      Let   go   further  and   further.

Do   that   once   agai.n   now,   chin   buri.ed   i.n   the   chest.      Hold   it.      And

now   relax.      Just   relax   further  and   further...Now  we   can   direct   our

attenti.on   to   the   muscles   of   the   upper  back.      Arch   your  back,   arch

it,   sti.ckl.ng  out  your  chest   and   stomach   so   that  you   can   feel   tensl.on

in  your  back  primarily   in  your  upper  back.      Study   that   tension.
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And   now   relax...Let   the   body   once   agai.n   rest   against   the   back   of

the   chai.r  or  the   bed,   and  note   the   difference  between   the   tension

and   the   relaxati.on,letting   those   muscles   get  more   and  more   loose...

Once   agai.n,   arch   the   back  way   up.      Study   the   tensi.ons.      Hold   it.

Now   relax.      Relax  the   back   once   again,   letting   go   of  all   the   ten-

sions   in   these  muscles..  .And   now,   take   a   deep  breath,   fi.lli.ng  your

lungs,   and   hold   i.t.      Hold   1.t   and   study   the   tensi.on   all   through   your

chest   and   down   i.nto  your   :t`imach   area.      Study   that   tension,   and   now

relax.      Let   go.      Exhale   and   continue   breathing   as   you  were.      Note

once   again   the   di.fference   between   the   tensi.on   and   the  .relaxation. . .

Let's   do   that   once   again.      Take   a   deep   breath   and   hold   i.t.      Hold   i.t.

Study   those   tensions.      Study   them.      Note   the  muscles   tensing.      Note

the   sensations.      And   now   exhale   and   continue   breathing   as   you  were,

very   comfortably  breathing,   letting   those  muscles   of  the   chest  and

some   of   the   stomach   muscles   relax,   getti.ng  more   and   niore   relaxed

each   time  you   exhale...And   now,   ti.ghten   up   the   ITiuscles   i.n   your   stoni-

ach.      Tense   those   stomach   muscles.      Hold   i.t.      Make   the   stoniach   very

hard.      And   now   relax.      Let   those   muscles   become   loose.      Just   let   go

and   relax...Do   that   once   again.      Tighten   those   stomach   muscles.

Study   the   tensl.on.      And   now   relax.      Let   go   further   and   further,   more

and  more.      Loosen   the   tensions.      Get   ri.d   of   the   tensions,   and   note

the   contrast   between   tensi.on   and   relaxati.on...I'd   li.ke  you   now   to

stretch   both   legs.     Stretoh   them  so   that  you  can   feel   tension   in   the

thighs.      Stretch   them  way   out.      Arid   now   relax.      Let   them   relax   and

note   the   differences   once   agai.n   between   tensi.on   in   the   thi.gh   muscles

and   the   relative   relaxation  you   can   feel   now...Do   that   once   again,
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locki.ng  your  knees,   stretch  out  both   legs   so   that  you   can   feel   the

muscles.      Let   them   get   loose.      Get   rl.d  of  all   tensi.ons   1.n   the  mus-

cles   of  your  thi.ghs...Now   tense   both   calf  nluscles   by   pointing  your

toes   towards  your  head.      If  you   point  your  toes   up\^/ards   towards

your  head,  you   can   feel   the   pulli.ng,   the  tensi.on,   the   contracti.on

1.n  your   calf  muscles   and   1.n  your  shi.ns   as   well.      Study   that   tensi.on.

And  now   relax.      Let   the   legs   relax  and  note  once   again   the   differ-

ence   between   tensi.on   and   relaxati.on...Once   agai.n   now,   bend   the   feet

back   at   the   ankles,   toes   pointi.ng   towards  your  head,   and  study   the

tension.      Hold   it.      Study   it.      And   now   let   go.      Relax   those  muscles

further  and   further,   more   and  more   deeply   relaxed.. .Just  as  you

have   been   di.recting  your  muscles   to   tense  you   have   also  been   direct-

ing   theni  to   relax  or  to   loosen.      You've   noted  the   difference  between

tension   and  muscular   relaxation.      You   can   notice  whether   there   1.s

any   tensi.on   in  your  muscles,   and   if  there   is,  you   can   try   to   concen-

trate  on   that  part,   send  messages   to   that  muscle  to   loosen,   to   re-

lax.       If  you   thi.nk   of   loosening   that  muscle,   you  wi.11,   1.n   fact,   be

able   to   do   so,   even   if  only   a   little.      Now  as  you   sit   there   1.n   the

chair,   I'm  going   to   review   the   various   muscle   groups   that  we've

covered.     As   I   name  each   group,   try   to  notice   if  there   i.s   any   ten-

si.on   in   those  niuscles.      If  there   is   any,   try   to  concentrate  on   those

niuscles   and   send  messages   to   them   to   relax,   to   loosen...Relax   the

muscles   in  your   feet,   ankles,   and   calves...shins,   knees,   and   thighs...

buttocks   and   hl.ps.. .loosen   the  muscles   of  your   lower  body. .  .P`elax

your  stomach,   waist,lower  back...upper  back;   chest,   and   shoulders...

Relax  your  upper  arms,   forearms,   and  hands   right   to   the   tips   of  your
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fingers...Let   the  muscles   of  your  throat   and  neck   loosen...Relax

your  jaw  and   facial   muscles...Let   all   the  muscles   of  your  body   be-

come   loose.. .Now   sit   qui.etly  with  your  eyes   closed. . .Do   nothi.ng   more

than   that.     Just  sit  quietly  wi.th  your  eyes   closed   for  a   few  minutes.

(1   mi.n).      Now   conti.nue   to   si.t   quietly   for   the   next   ten   niinutes.

(10   mi.n.)   Now   I   wi.1l    count   from  one   to   four.      On   the   count   of   one,

move  your  hands   and  feet,   two,   stretch  your  hands   and  feet,   three,

move  your  head   around,   and   four,   open  your  eyes.      One.      Move  your

hands   and   feet.      Two.      Stretch  your  hands   and   feet.      Three.      Move

your  head   around.      Four.      Open  your  eyes.      Please   remain   seated   un-

til   someone   comes   in   and   unhooks   the  sensors.      Thank  you   for  your

Participati.on.
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AUTOGENIC    TRAINliNG

Please  sit  qul.etly  for  the  next  few  minutes   and  wait  for

further  instructions.      (10  minutes)...For  the  next  25  mi.nutes,   I

would   like   for  you   to  practl.ce   relaxation.      Close  your  eyes,   fi.nd

a   comfortable   position   in   the   chair,   and   li.sten   carefull`y  to   the

following   instructions.      You  will   be   asked   to   repeat  some   phrases

that  will   help   in  your  achieving  relaxation.     Conti.nue   to   repeat

the  phrases   to  yourself  unti.l   a  new  phrase   is   presented.     Now  let's

begin.      I   feel   quite   quiet...I   am  beginning   to   feel   qui.te   relaxed...

My   feet   feel   heavy   and   relaxed. ..My   ankles,   my   knees   and  my   hi.ps

feel   heavy,   relaxed  and  comfortable...My   solar   plexis   and   the  whole

central   portion   of  my  body   feel   relaxed  and  qui.et...My   hands,   my

arms   and  ny   shoulders   feel   heavy,   relaxed  and   comfortable...M.y

neck,   my  jaws   and  my  forehead  feel   relaxed;   they   feel   comfortable

and   smooth...My  whole   body   feels   quite  heavy,   comfortable,   and   re-

laxed. . .I   am  qui.te   relaxed. . .My   arms   and   hands   are   heavy   and  warm. . .

I   feel   qui.te   quiet...My  whole   body   is   relaxed   and   ny   hands   are  warm,

relaxed,   and   heavy...My   hands   are   warm...Warmth   is   flowing   into   niy

hands..  .They   are   warm,   warm...I   can   feel    the  warmth   flowing   down   ny

arms,    into   ny   hands.  .  .My   hands   are   warm,   relaxed   and  warm. .  .My  whole

body   feels   quiet,   comfortable,   and   relaxed...My  mind   is   quiet...I

withdraw  my   thoughts   from  the   surroundings   and   I   feel   set-ene   and

still...My   thoughts   are   turned   i.nward   and   I   am  at   ease..  .Deep  wi.thin
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my  mind,   I   can   visualize   and  experi.ence  nyself  as   relaxed,   comfort-

able,   and   still...I   am  alert,   but   i.n   an   easy,   quiet   i.nward   turned

way.  .  .My   mind   is   calm  and   qul.et.  . . I   feel   an   i.nward   qui.etness.  .  .

Now   contl.nue   to   si.t   quietly   for  the   next   ten   mi.nutes.      (10   mi.nutes).

Now   I  will   count   from  one   to   four.      On   the   count   of  one,   move  your

hands   and   feet,   two,   stretch  your  hands   and  feet,   three,   move  your

head   around,   and   four,   open  your  eyes.      One.      Move  your  hands   and

feet.      Two.      Stretch  your  hands   and  feet.     Three.     Move  your  head

around.      Four.      Open  your  eyes.      Please   remain   seated   until   someone

comes   in   and   unhooks   the   sensors.      Thank  you   for  your   parti.cipati.on.
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SELF-RELAXATION

Please   sit  qul.etly  for  the  next  few  minutes   and  wai.t  for

further  instructions.      (10  minutes)...For  the   next  25  minutes,   I

would   li.ke   for  you   to  practice  relaxati.on.     Close  your  eyes,   fi.nd

a  comfortable  position   in   the  chair,   and   listen   carefully  to  the

following   instructi.ons.      I  would   like   for  you   to   practice   relaxa-

tion   by   any  means   that  you  wish.      (25   mi.nutes)...Now   continue   to

sit   quietly'for  the   next   ten   minutes.      (10   minutes)...Now   I   wi.11

count   from  one   to  four.     On   the  count  of  one,   move  `your  hands

and  feet,   two,   stretch  your  hands   and  feet,   three,   move  your  head

around,   and   four,   open  your  eyes.      One.      Move  your   hands   and   feet.

Two.      Stretch  your  hands   and   feet.      Three.      Move  your  head   around.

Four.      Open  your  eyes.      Please   remai.n   seated   unti.l   someone   comes

in   and  unhooks   the  sensors.     Thank  you   for  your  participation.
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DATA   SHEET

Subject

Date

Anx/Abs   Group

Adaption   Phase,   10  minutes

EMG

1.               4.                  7.2.-5.- 8.-10.-3._6._ 9._
Treatment   Phase,   25  minutes

EMG

1.               8.                15.               22.2._ 9._ 16._ 23._3._10._ 17._ 24.-4.-11.-18.-25.-5._12._ 19.-   -6._13._ 20._7._14._ 21

Posttreatment  Phase,   10  ml.nutes

EMG

1.               4.                  7.               10.2._5._ 8._3._6.-9._
Strategy  Employed:

Experimenter

Treatment

Order

TEMP

1.               4.               7.2._ 5._ 8.3._ 6._ 9..

1.               8.            152._ 9._163.-10._174._11.-185.-12._196._13._207._14._21

22.
23.
24.
25.

TEMP

I.               4.               7.               10.2._5.-8._3._6._9._
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TABLE    1

ANOVA   SUMMARY   TABLE    FOR   EMG

ADAPTATION    PHASE

98

Source Mean  square            F              Significance

Anxiety   (A)
Absorpti.on   (8)
AXB

Error
Treatment   (T)
TXA
TXB
TXAXB
Error

0.02                   .8862
2.14                     .1510
0.09                   .7600

I.91                    .1305
0.73                   .5376
0.41                    .7487
0.82                   .4873

MEANS   AND   STANDARD   DEVIATIONS

Treatment                                                           Mean                             Standard  Deviation

2.48
2.23
2.21
2.28

I.02
0.80
0.82
0.77
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TABLE   2

ANOVA    SUMMARY    TABLE    FOR    EMG    CHANGE

ACROSS   NINE   TIME    BLOCKS

Source                                         Df          Mean   square            F               Signifi.cance

Anxiety   (A)
Absorpti.on   (8)
AXB

Error
Treatment   (T)
TXA
TXB
TXAXB

Error
Time   Blocks   (S)
SXA
SXB
SXAXB
Error
TXS
TXS
TX
TX
Error

0.15
19 . 76
8.37

26 . 20
20 . 00
0.75
0.19
1.54
I.72

14.31
0.72
0.46
0.88
0.74

10 . 16
0.27
0.36
0.66
0.39

0.01                    .9404
0.75                    .3899
0.32                    .5747

11.64                   .0000
0.44                   .7273
0.11                      .9533
0.89                   .4458

19.38                   .0000
0.97                   .4570
0.62                    .7591
I.19                     .3034

25.73                   .0000
0.68                  .8708
0.91                     .5914
1.67                    .0226
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TABLE   3

ANOVA   SUMMARY   TABLE    FOR   AVERAGE    EMG   CHANGE

(TIME   BLOCKS   1+2-TIME   BLOCKS   6+7)/2

Source Mean   square               F          Si.gni.ficance

A::::#i!f'(B)
AXB

Error
Treatment   (T)
TXA

TXB
TXAXB

Error

0.23
0.05
0.29
I.51
4.02
0.42

0.15                  .6991
0.03                 .8591
0.19                 .6649

7.29                 .0001
0.76                 .5163

0.49                    0.89                .4481
0.06                     0.10                .9585
0.55

MEANS   AND   STANDARD   DEVIATIONS

Treatment                                                              Mean                           Standard  Deviati.on

1    -    EMGBF

2    -    PMR
3-AT
4-SR

0.95
0.25
0.58
0.68

0.96
0.63
1.06
0.76
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TABLE   4

NEWMAN-KEULS   MULTIPLE    F-TEST   FOR

EMG   CHANGE    SCORE

Group                            EMGBF                           PMR                              AT                                  SR

1   -    EMGBF   4

2    -    PMR    1

3   -   AT   2

4   -   SR   3

.| U+                   .?J*                     .2:J

Critical   Differences:

*Significant  at  p<   .05
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TABLE   5

ANOVA   SUMMARY   TABLE    FOR   TEMPERATURE

ADAPTATION   PHASE

Source Mean  square            F               Significance

A:g:::!i!!'(B)
AXB

Error
Treatment   (T)
TXA
TXB
TXAXB

Error

2.09                   .1554
1.47                    .2312
0.01                   .9343

0.39                    .7517
0.99                   .3975
I.03                  .3810
0.33                   .7947

MEANS   AND   STANDARD   DEVIATIONS

Treatment                                                              Mean                          Standard  Devi.ation

1    -    EMGBF
2    -    PMR
3-AT
4-SR

89 . 39
89 . 09
88.60
88 . 91

4.78
5.04
4.87
4.86
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TABLE   6

ANOVA   SUMMARY   TABLE    FOR   TEMPERATURE    CHANGE

ACROSS   NINE   TIME   BLOCKS

Source                                           Df         Mean   square            F            Significance

Anxiety   (A)
Absorption   (8)
AXB
Error
Treatment   (T)
TX
TX
TXAXB
Error
Ti ocks   (S)

Error

830 . 00
1005 . 89

109 . 81
444 . 50

67. 33
178.26
69 . 57

2.79

1.87                    .1786
2.26                    .1396
0.25                    .6216

0.64                   .5896
1.70                    .1705
0.66                   .5763
0.92                   .4352

9.32                   .0000
0.26                   .9791
0.41                    .9162
0.64                   .7466

1.74                    .0150
0.73                    .8196
1.93                   .0047
I.47                    .0671



TABLE    7

ANOVA    SUMMARY    TABLE    FOR   AVERAGE    TEMPERATURE    CHANGE

(TIME    BLOCKS    I+2-TIME    BLOCKS    6+7)/2

104

Source Mean   square                 F              Si.gni.fi.cance

Anxl'ety   (A)
Absorption   (8)
AXB

Error
Treatment   (T)
TXA

TXB

TXAXB

Error

6.98
7.92

16.28
18.61
14.68
6.51

14. 37
16 .15
7.36

0.37                      .5435
0.43                       .5175
0.87                     .3548

1.99                       .1180
0.88                    .4442
1.95                       .1300
2.19                       .0976

MEANS    AND    STANDARD    DEVIATIONS

Treatment                                                                 Mean                                Standard   Devi.ation

I    -    EMGBF

2    -    PMR
3-AT
4-SR

0.03
-0 . 43
-0 . 21
-I. 24

3.38
2.96
2.22
3.52
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TABLE    8

ANOVA    SUMMARY    TABLE    FOR    PRETREATMENT    PULSE

Source Mean   square                F             Signifi.cance

Anxiety   (A)
Absorption   (a)
AXB

Error
Treatment   (T)
TXA
TXB

TXAXB

Error

178.26
985 . 55
log . 51
248. 90
215.41
127.56

52 . 21
27 . 56
70.93

0.72                     .4020
3.96                     .0528
0.44                     .5106

3.04                      .0315
I.80                     .1506
0.74                      .5323
0.39                      .7614

MEANS    AND    STANDARD    DEVIATIONS

Treatment Mean                                 Standard   Devi.ation

I    -    EMGBF
2    -    PMR
3-AT
4-SR

77 . 50
73 . 65
72 .  71
73 . 75

13 . 40
10.03
12 . 87
10 . 90



TABLE   9

NEWMAN-KEULS   MULTIPLE    F-TEST   FOR

PRETREATMENT   PULSE

106

Group                               EMGBF                            PMR                               AT                                  SR

I   -   EMGBF   4

2   -   PMR   2

3   -   AT   1

4   -   SR  3

Criti.cal   D1.fferences:

*Significant  at  A <   .05
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TABLE    10

ANOVA    SUMMARY    TABLE    FOR    PULSE    CHANGE

PRE-    AND    POSTTREATMENT

Source Mean   square             F                Si.gnificance

Anxiety   (A)
Absorpti.on   (8)
AXB

Error
Treatment   (T)
TXA
TXB

TXAXB

Error
Time   Blocks    (S)
SXA
SXB

SXAXB

Error
TXS
TXS
TXS
TXS

Error

137. 76
1066 . 67

126 . 04
423 . 26
67.45
96.27
55 . 38
56 . 77
83.08

1504 .17
51. 04

137. 76
12 . 76
39 . 78

167.88
38.02
41. 75
13 . 63
45.15

0.33                     .5712
2.52                      .1196
0.30                    .5880

0.81                     .4895
I.16                      .3281
0.67                    .5740
0.68                    .5637

37.81                     .0000
1.28                     .2635
3.46                    .0695
0.32                     .5740

3.72                      .0132
0.84                    .4732
0.92                    .4308
0.30                    .8240
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Table   10   (continued)

MEANS   AND    STANDARD    DEVIATIONS

Treatment                                     Mean                                           Standard   Deviation

Treatment

1    -    EMGBF

2    -    PMR

3-AT

4-SR

pre              post                              pre                     post

77.50           69.58

73.65           70.94

72.71             70.31

73.75            70.94

12.16                         9.03

9.05                     10.78

11.24                         9.22

9.75                       9.67



TABLE    11

NEWMAN-KEULS   MULTIPLE    F-TEST   FOR

PULSE    CHANGE

109

Group                               EMGBF                            PMR                               AT                                  SR

1    -    EMGBF   4

2   -   PMR   2

3   -   AT   1

4   -   SR   3

5.21*                       5.52*                      5.11*

Cri.tical   Differences:     Step   1  =  3.79
Step  2  =   4.53
Step  3  =   4.97

*Significant  at  A  <   .05



TABLE    12

ANOVA    SUMMARY   TABLE    FOR    SUBJECTIVE

ANXIETY    INVENTORY    (SAI)    SCORE
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Source Mean   square             F                Significance

Anxiety   (A)
Absorpti.on   (8)
AXB

Error
Treatment   (T)
TXA

TXB

TXAXB

Error

96 . 33
1250 . 52
1160 . 33
588.46

1095. 78
87 . 76
95.20

205. 79
193.64

0.16                      .6877
2.13                       .1520
1.97                       .1673

5.66                      .0011
0.45                      .7154
0.49                     .6887
I.06                     .3673

MEANS    AND    STANDARD    DEVIATIONS

Treatnient                                                                 Mean                                Standard   Deviati.on

34 . 60
25.27
24 .12
29 . 79

18 . 83
15. 50
15.94
16 . 32
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TABLE    13

NEWMAN-KEULS   MULTIPLE   F-TEST   FOR

SUBJECTIVE   ANXIETY    INVENTORY    (SAI)

Group                               EMGBF                            PMR                               AT                                   SR

I    -    EMGBF   4

2   -   PMR   2

3   -   AT   I

4   -   SR  3

9.33*                     10.48*                  4.81

1.15                       4.52

5.67

Critical   Differences:     Step  I  =  5.57
Step   2   =   6.65
Step  3  =   7.30

*Significant  at  i <   .05
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TABLE    14

FREQUENCY   0F   STRATEGY   USE   AS   A    FUNCTION    0F

ANXIETY,    ABSORPTION,    AND   TREATMENT

Treatment                  EMGBF                           PMR                              AT                              SR

Anxiety:       H      L                        H      L                        H      L

Absorption:                        H      L                        H      L                        H      L

HL

HL

Strategy

Fol 1 owed
Instructions

Fell
As 1 eep

Breathing

Imagery

Cleared
Mind

25

03

42

62

21

Daydreamed/                       2     4
Mind   Wandered

Told   Body                            10      6
to   Relax

43

21

24

13      17                  18      17

13       17                   16       19

3233

4233

0202

1111

4133

6      2                      41                      3      3

0240

31                        10                       4      2

1033

2      2                        11                        3      3

2401

10      6                     4     2                     0     0

01

01

42

33

17

44

610

106

62

24

23

42

44

63
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TABLE    15

FREQUENCY    COUNT    0F    PREFERENCE    FOR

TREATMENT    TECHNIQUES

Preference

2 34

1014

716

613

255

177

1114

1415

612

Treatment



TABLE    16

ANOVA   SUMMARY   TABLE    FOR   LOCUS   0F   CONTROL
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Source Mean  square          F            Signi.ficance

Anxiety   (A)
Absorption   (8)
AXB

Error

3.62                  0.88                .3527
1.69                   0.42                 .5189
2.52                  0.63                .4310
3.99

MEANS   AND   STANDARD   DEVIATIONS

Personal ity  Group                                          Mean                          Standard  Deviation

I   -   Low  A/Low  8
2   -   Low  A/High   8
3   -High   A/Low   8
4   -High   A/High   8

0.42
0.50
0.33

-0 . 50

2.23
2.19
1.67
I.83
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